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ABSTRACT 

 

 This study explores what happens when baseball and public history collide at 

physical sites. It specifically examines corporate and vernacular exhibits and tours at six 

Major League ballparks and exhibits at the National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum. I 

study these primary sources within the broader context of baseball history, nostalgia 

marketing, heritage tourism, and the relationship between public historians and 

corporations. My analysis adds to the sparse critical literature on sports public history.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 I spent summer 2018 interning in Ybor City, Florida at the Ybor City Museum 

Society. Founded in 1982, the Society’s mission is, “preserving, promoting and 

celebrating the unique cultural heritage of Ybor City, one of only three National Historic 

Landmark Districts in Florida.”1 Ybor City is a historic district in Tampa, Florida, about 

an hour north of where I grew up in Sarasota. The city was built by Cuban and Italian 

immigrants who moved to the Gulf Coast for jobs in cigar factories at the turn of the 

twentieth century. By night, the town is now best known for the various clubs, bars, and 

music venues that occupy the former factories. By day, however, historic markers, 

statues, cigar workers’ descendants, and the efforts of the Society keep Ybor’s history in 

the present. 

 With one full-time and two part-time staff members, plus a dedicated board, the 

Society helps to craft exhibits for the state park’s history museum, runs an annual historic 

architecture hop, and hosts an annual awards brunch honoring locals for their efforts to 

preserve history. Since 2013, however, a significant amount of the Society’s time and 

resources have been dedicated towards its most ambitious project yet: the creation of the 

Tampa Baseball Museum at the Al Lopez House. The project was inspired by the success 

of a state park museum exhibit on Ybor’s baseball history. Previously unbeknownst to 

                                                 
1 “The Society,” Ybor City Museum, http://www.ybormuseum.org/the-society. 
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me, a baseball fan who grew up nearby, Tampa Bay has a deep historic connection to 

baseball. Research conducted by the Society’s former full-time curator confirmed that 

baseball in Tampa dates back to the 1870s when national interest in the game was 

growing. A couple of decades later Cuban immigrants brought their love of the game 

with them, increasing the number of teams in the area. Cigar factories soon developed 

their own teams as a way to boost worker morale.2 Meanwhile, Afro-Cuban immigrants 

played on segregated teams in the Negro Leagues.3 These stories present an opportunity 

to craft a museum that included narratives about racial, ethnic, and labor histories 

enhanced by an exciting hook: by the Museum staff’s count, almost eighty Major League 

players have come from Tampa, including Hall of Famer Al Lopez. After extensive 

renovations, Lopez’s childhood home is ready to now serve as the Museum’s home.4   

 Everything about this project excited me. The topic has a wide appeal and could 

bring visitors in to see exhibits that encourage conversations about complex social issues. 

Before any of this vision can come to fruition, however, one huge obstacle still stands in 

the way: money. By the time my internship began, years of fundraising meant that about 

80% of the necessary funding for the museum had been raised.5 Yet, that remaining 20% 

                                                 
2 Ybors baseball history, specifically that of cigar workers, is chronicled in Gary R. Mormino and George 
E. Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City: Italians and Their Latin Neighbors in Tampa, 1885-1985 
(Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 1998). 
3 The specific experiences of Afro-Cuban players in Ybor City is explored in Susan D. Greenbaum, More 
Than Black: Afro-Cubans in Tampa (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida, 2002). 
4 Laura C. Morel, “Al Lopez house moves to Ybor City for new life as museum,” Tampa Bay Times, 16 
May 2013, https://www.tampabay.com/news/humaninterest/al-lopez-house-moves-to-ybor-city-for-new-
life-as-museum/2121382.   
5 “Donate,” Tampa Baseball Museum at the Al Lopez House, 
https://tampabaseballmuseum.org/involved/donate/. 
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was still a large number. While my internship included working with artifacts and 

crafting educational packets, much of my time was spent helping with or observing 

efforts to raise funds. For instance, I sat in on meetings with potential sponsors and 

donors, the most important one being the local Major League Baseball (MLB) team, the 

Tampa Bay Rays.            

 Reaching out to representatives from the Rays made sense. After all, the Society 

is building a baseball museum and the Rays are the local baseball team. The hope was 

that the team would donate money and provide public support for the project. But why 

would a giant corporation care about a small museum? According to Forbes, in April 

2018 the Rays were valued at $900 million. Though $900 million seems gargantuan, it is 

the lowest valuation in the MLB. Forbes also noted that in 2017 the team’s attendance 

was “the lowest in baseball for the sixth straight year.”6 Thanks to the Rays’ 

management’s struggles to attract fans, the Society had something that the team’s 

executives needed. 

 In early 2018, the Rays’ ownership announced plans to build a new ballpark in 

Ybor City. The proposed ballpark would have the lowest seating capacity in the MLB, 

increasing chances for selling out. Plus, Rays team President and CEO Brian Auld 

explained that the move away from the coast in St. Petersburg, where the team’s current 

stadium Tropicana Field sits, would make the park more accessible to more people.7 But 

                                                 
6 “MLB Team Valuations: #30 Tampa Bay Rays,” Forbes, accessed 20 March 2019,  
https://www.forbes.com/teams/tampa-bay-rays/#23f98a115d12. 
7 Zach Spedden, “Rays Offer Vision for Ybor City Ballpark,” 9 March 2018, Ballpark Digest,  
https://ballparkdigest.com/2018/03/09/rays-offer-vision-for-ybor-city-ballpark/. 
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the estimated cost of over $800 million, half of which would need to come from tax 

payers, immediately sparked concerns.8 In their attempts to boost public opinion in 

support of the park, the Rays executives turned to history. Rays owner Stu Sternberg 

announced the move by “lauding Ybor City’s ‘soul, grit, and rich baseball history.’”9 

Citing Ybor’s baseball history, Tampa’s Mayor Bob Buckhorn announced his support for 

the move with the quote, “Baseball is in our DNA.”10 In fact, the ownership’s formal 

announcement about the Ybor ballpark took place on the steps of the future Tampa 

Baseball Museum at the Al Lopez House.11  

 During my internship, the ties between the Rays’ management and the Society’s 

staff and board deepened. I was asked to email to the Rays’ marketing team historic Ybor 

baseball photographs they could display in their current ballpark as part of their 

promotional efforts for the move to Ybor. Our staff and board attended numerous 

meetings of “Tampa Bay Rays 2020,” a self-described “privately funded non-profit 

organization dedicated to bringing a new Rays ballpark to Tampa.”12 The Ybor City 

Museum Society’s board chairman, Patrick Venable, professed the Society’s support for 

                                                 
8 John Romano, “Does the money exist for an Ybor City baseball stadium?,” 4 October 2018, Tampa Bay 
Times, https://www.tampabay.com/news/localgovernment/Does-the-money-exist-for-an-Ybor-City-
baseball-stadium-_172341879. 
9 Fox 13 News Staff, “Rays: ‘We want to be playing baseball’ in Ybor,” 9 February 2018, Fox 13, 
http://www.fox13news.com/news/local-news/rays-we-want-to-be-playing-baseball-in-ybor. 
10 Marc Tompkin, Richard Danielson, and Steve Contorno, “Stuart Sternberg: Tampa’s Ybor City is top 
choice for next Rays ballpark,” 9 February 2018, Tampa Bay Times, 
http://www.tampabay.com/news/business/Stuart-Sternberg-Tampa-s-Ybor-City-is-top-choice-for-next-
Rays-ballpark_165326111. 
11 Steve Contorno, “Ybor Rays? Team ready to announce Tampa ballpark site, Hagan says,” 8 February 
2018, Tampa Bay Times, http://www.tampabay.com/news/business/Ybor-Rays-Team-ready-to-announce-
Tampa-ballpark-site-Hagan-says_165299825. 
12 “The Movement,” Tampa Bay Rays 2020, https://tampabayrays2020.com/the-movement/. 
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the move on the Rays 2020’s website, writing that, “it makes sense to bring a ballpark to 

the place where Tampa’s First baseball club was established by Cuban immigrants in 

1887.”13 I was fortunate to attend a meeting with the Rays public relations staff where I 

learned about their desire to better publicize their “long term commitment to history in 

Ybor.” 14 According to the Rays’ staff, within the context of this history, building the new 

ballpark would “bring baseball home.”15 This experience opened my eyes to the potential 

for using history as a marketing tool.  

 I take no issue with the Museum pursuing a relationship with the Rays’ 

management; it is a smart, if not necessary, financial step. As a public historian, however, 

I questioned how I felt about the Rays’ staff’s use of history. If a Rays staff member 

joined the board, how much influence would they have over the museum exhibits? Would 

the museum still be able to present complex narratives about social issues, or would the 

team’s staff pressure the museum to be exclusively celebratory about Ybor’s baseball 

past? My internship did not last long enough to discover answers to these questions. Plus, 

in mid-December 2018, Sternberg announced an end to the planned Ybor ballpark, 

stating, “we were not close to a workable framework.”16 In this case, history was not 

                                                 
13 Patrick Venable, “The Ybor City Museum Society Supports the Tampa Bay Rays 2020,” Tampa Bay 
Rays 2020, https://tampabayrays2020.com/the-ybor-city-museum-society-supports-the-tampa-bay-rays-
2020/. 
14 Tampa Bay Rays and Ybor City Museum Society meeting notes, transcribed by author, 13 June 2018.  
15 Ibid. 
16 Ray Roa, “Tampa Bay Rays owner Stu Sternberg says there’ll be no new stadium in Ybor City,” 11 
December 2018, Creative Loafing, https://www.cltampa.com/news-views/local-
news/article/21036483/tampa-bay-rays-owner-stu-sternberg-says-therell-be-no-new-stadium-in-ybor-city. 
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enough. Still, I had questions that extended beyond the Tampa Baseball Museum-Rays 

relationship.  

 In what other instances have heads of organized baseball attempted to use the past 

as a marketing tool? When, where, and to what end does their interest in the past collide 

with the aims of historians or the public? I pursued answers to these questions with 

secondary source research on baseball history, marketing practices, and museum theory. I 

combined this background research with a critical analysis of my key primary sources: 

baseball-related public history sites, specifically the corporate or vernacular exhibits at 

ballparks and the exhibits at the National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum.  

As a baseball fan and a historian, this topic is personal. I hope that readers can separate 

my criticism of the MLB’s representatives’ use of the past from my feelings about the 

game itself. Baseball has a rich, exciting, and difficult history that deserves to be told. On 

October 25, 2011 the Chicago Cubs’ owner Tom Ricketts introduced the team’s new 

General Manager, Theo Epstein. When explaining why he signed with one of baseball’s 

oldest franchises, Epstein stated, “baseball is better with history.”17 Epstein and I agree, 

but we probably disagree about what that “history” is. Baseball is better with a history 

that includes the highs and the lows, a history that explores the issues that continue to 

plague the game. As I will explain, those in charge of the MLB and its teams have a 

vested interest in perpetuating nostalgic historical narratives. I believe that this nostalgia 

                                                 
17 David Haugh, “The Theo Factor: Epstein turns his vision into reality with the Cubs,” 24 October 2017, 
Chicago Tribune, https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/columnists/ct-spt-cubs-gold-haugh-epstein-
factor-20171026-column.html. 
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helps to facilitate consumer loyalty by sparking an emotional connection to the past while 

distracting from difficulties in the present. Challenging the desires of those affiliated with 

a multi-billion-dollar corporation is difficult. Historians’ efforts at the sites I examine 

sometimes shine through, but many more voices need to speak up before baseball public 

history can improve its balance between education and marketing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL AND HISTORIOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

 

Major League Baseball and the Past 

 In 1839, a young man named Abner Doubleday invented baseball. As Doubleday 

and his friends from the small town of Cooperstown, New York attempted to catch batted 

balls, they ran into a frequent and dangerous problem: collisions. Doubleday, with the 

mind of a future West Point graduate and Civil War hero, came up with a solution. The 

young man drew up a diagram of their playing field and assigned fielding positions. The 

diagram allotted each fielder a specific area for defense, and he then instructed them to 

throw the ball to another fielder in order to “put out” the runner. (Before Doubleday’s 

ingenious plan, in a different but similar game called “town-ball,” fielders dangerously 

put out runners by throwing the ball at them).18 Thanks to Doubleday, baseball, a 

democratic, fair, and tough but safe sport, was born. Except, none of this story is true.19  

 In his 1911 publication, America’s National Game, one of baseball’s first and 

most successful boosters, Albert G. Spalding, recounted what is now known as the 

Doubleday Myth with the conclusion, “it is a proven fact that the game now designated 

‘Base Ball,’ is of modern and purely American origin.”20 The story itself originated with 

                                                 
18 Albert G. Spalding, America’s National Game (New York: American Sports Publishing Company, 
1911), 18. 
19 Tim Arango, “Myth of Baseball’s Creation Endures, With a Prominent Fan,” New York Times 12 Nov. 
2010, https://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/13/sports/baseball/13doubleday.html. 
20 Spalding, America’s National Game, 19. 
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the 1907 Mills Commission appointed in 1905 by Spalding himself in order to discover 

baseball’s origins. As historian Josh Howard described in 2018, those on the committee 

knew of Spalding’s desire to confirm the game’s origins in rural America. With this 

desire in mind, the committee called upon the public for assistance. When a man from 

Cooperstown alleged seeing war hero Doubleday draw his baseball diamond in 1839, the 

committee needed little proof to accept the story as gospel.21 Though reports questioning 

the story arose almost immediately, organized baseball’s authority figures quickly, 

firmly, and publicly placed their weight behind the story. In reality, Abner Doubleday 

was at West Point when he allegedly founded baseball in Cooperstown. In a 2010 piece 

in the New York Times, Tim Arango clarified that no one person “invented” baseball, but 

rather it evolved in the 1840s from the British bat and ball games, cricket and rounders. 

Arango added that all “credible historians” have so thoroughly dismissed the Doubleday 

Myth that “it has taken a position in the pantheon of great American myths, alongside 

George Washington’s cherry tree, Paul Bunyan and Johnny Appleseed.”22 Yet, as 

recently as 2011, Commissioner of Major League Baseball (MLB) Bud Selig said that he 

stood by the story.23 Perhaps Commissioner Selig still recognized the potential for profit 

behind clinging to false, albeit attractive, narratives. After all, Spalding popularized the 

Myth with this very notion in mind.   

                                                 
21 Josh Howard, “On Sport, History, and Public Sport History,” Journal of Sport History 45, no. 1 (Spring 
2018): 29. 
22 Arango, “Myth of Baseball’s Creation.” 
23 Ibid. 
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 Spalding’s efforts to promote baseball by invoking the past came from purely 

economic motivations. From the beginning, baseball’s relationship with its past has been 

about business. Seemingly professional, authoritative pronouncements like those made by 

the Mills Commission represented corporate baseball’s larger effort to establish the sport 

as a profitable business. There was a time before baseball was synonymous with a multi-

billion-dollar corporation. It took concerted effort to make that connection, and Spalding 

was one of the key actors. In 1876, he and William Hulbert formed the National League 

as an owner-controlled central organizing body for baseball teams.24 Spalding presented 

the League’s goals as a way to remove the extraneous, administrative distractions from 

players, thus allowing them to focus solely on their performance. In reality, as explained 

by historian Adrian Burgos Jr., the League was formed to “maximize profits through 

domination of labor and cultivation of new markets.”25 The organization turned baseball 

from a loosely organized leisure activity to, first and foremost, a business. With this new 

organizing body in place, making money through boosting popularity became the 

executives’ priority. With the Doubleday origin story, baseball’s governing body had 

convenient support for their claims that their game was truly the American nation’s 

pastime. Equating the sport with Americanness, especially a glorified pastoral vision 

involving a war hero, helped secure baseball’s place in the nation’s hearts, minds, and 

                                                 
24 The National League, along with the American League founded in 1901, make up the MLB. 
25 Adrian Burgos Jr., Playing America’s Game: Baseball, Latinos, and the Color Line (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2007), 27. 
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wallets. As early as the 1907 Mills Commission, the corporation behind baseball profited 

from the past. It would not be the last time.      

The Power of Nostalgia 

 In his 2012 book, A People’s History of Baseball, historian Mitchell Nathanson 

provides an explanation for the MLB’s success in selling its particular version of the past. 

Nathanson connects the rise in baseball’s popularity at the end of the nineteenth century 

with the growing “positive thinking movement,” defined as a proposed psychological 

antidote to the social upheaval that arose from the industrial revolution. According to 

Nathanson, baseball’s early boosters, like famed sportswriter Henry Chadwick, saw this 

rise in thinking as an opportunity. In the midst of fear and confusion as booming urban 

centers and factory labor disrupted previous social norms, Chadwick and others wrote 

about baseball as a source for the “order and discipline missing in the newly 

industrialized society.”26 Chadwick’s writing represents just one example of early, 

concentrated efforts to position baseball as a societal good. Nathanson explains how 

positive thinking cultivated a national desire to avoid inconvenient truths.27 This desire 

extended to placing implicit, positive faith in authority. As Nathanson describes it, the 

movement grew to its peak popularity after World War II when pessimism, or any sort of 

questioning of the status quo, became equated with communism. Both business and 

government, beneficiaries of America’s capitalist system, further benefited from, and 

thus encouraged, this faith in authority. The relentless rhetorical promotion of positive 

                                                 
26 Mitchell Nathanson, A People’s History of Baseball (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2012), 157. 
27 Ibid., 161. 
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thinking, dating back to the nineteenth century, caused this ideology to become “deeply 

entrenched” in American consciousness.28 Desiring a similarly entrenched place in 

American consciousness, baseball’s corporate drivers smartly followed the trend by 

invoking positive thinking through nostalgia.   

 Nostalgia is an especially potent tool for reinforcing positive thinking, as it allows 

for a distraction from the present. As observed by sociologist Eldon E. Snyder in 1991, 

reflecting on the past “serves to soften the jolts of rapid historical change.”29 This reality 

makes nostalgia especially potent during eras of upheaval, even in more modern times, 

such as post-Vietnam and post-9/11 America. In an attempt to restore—or maintain—

power and order, those with influence (politicians and businesses) can successfully 

deploy nostalgia as an ideological and, by extension, marketing tool. The ability of 

nostalgia to invoke emotion, in turn, creates an emotional connection between the 

consumer and whatever they are experiencing nostalgia for, regardless of whether or not 

that nostalgia is based on a true memory. In 1907, it was useful for the League to 

popularize a pastoral origin myth because it distracted from the growing shift of baseball 

from a game to a business. It also established an emotional connection between baseball 

and consumers attracted to positive images of baseball as representing a simpler time. 

Similar examples exist throughout the MLB’s history.  

                                                 
28 Ibid., 147. 
29 Eldon E. Snyder, “Sociology of Nostalgia: Sport Halls of Fame and Museums in America,” Sociology of 
Sport Journal 8 (1991): 231. 
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 For example, many years later in the 1960s, the MLB and its individual teams had 

well-established marketing departments. In 1968, at the third annual spring meeting of 

the public relations directors of each baseball team, guests heard a presentation from John 

H. Long, vice president of a Michigan advertising agency. Long’s presentation centered 

on plans for celebrating the centennial of the Cincinnati Red Stockings, the first 

“professional” baseball team, founded in 1869.30 Long’s words provide perhaps the best 

example for understanding how marketers envisioned the role of the past as a 

promotional device. He began by invoking positive thinking, speaking of America’s great 

economy and growing population. Then, however, he turned to negativity to explain the 

need for nostalgia. Long brought up Vietnam, “the negro,” hippies, and more to conclude, 

“we [the American people] are in constant search for meaning and a pattern to our 

collective existence.”31 In times of social upheaval, businesses still need to make a profit. 

In times of social upheaval, nostalgia is a uniting tool. So, thankfully, in Long’s words, 

“baseball is the local boy made good. Baseball is clean and refreshing. Baseball is 

escape.”32 Baseball, if packaged correctly, could be an escape from Vietnam, racial 

tensions, and hippies. For Long and the MLB, this upheaval could even be a blessing for 

the centennial. “What more natural means is there to sell Baseball, to exploit it for what it 

was?”33 Long’s specific proposals included a traveling version of the National Baseball 

                                                 
30 It is worth noting that the MLB previously celebrated a centennial in 1939 based on the anniversary of 
the Doubleday myth—another big marketing boost from the fake past. Further details of this celebration 
will be provided during the larger analysis of the Hall of Fame in Chapter 5. 
31 Wilding, Inc, “Presentation Remarks: ‘The Centennial Year and Beyond,’ 5 March 1968, MFF 361, 
National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, Cooperstown, New York, 4. 
32 Ibid., 7. 
33 Ibid., 12. 
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Hall of Fame, a television production featuring well-known players, a commemorative 

stamp, and more. For Long, each proposal provided the MLB with a chance for 

“capitalizing on the Past.”34 His words provide insight into the minds of those behind the 

MLB’s promotion, and how they, as of 1968, were firmly receptive to a clear use of 

specific images of the past to gain profit while distracting from the present. This usage 

would continue.   

 In the 1990s, Nathanson finds another instance when MLB executives found 

respite in nostalgia. Specifically discussing the 1994 baseball players’ strike he finds the 

MLB turning to the past to distract from a difficult present. The strike cancelled more 

than 900 games, including the World Series. Players went on strike after months of failed 

negotiations between the player’s union and baseball ownership. Essentially, owners 

wanted to establish a salary cap and the players did not. Modern sports writers generally 

view the strike as a success; the owners did not get their cap, allowing player salaries to 

bend to the free market, and the sport has not experienced any play stoppages since. But, 

at the time of the strike, fans were furious, primarily at the players for stopping play.35 

Nathanson described how the League encouraged fans to focus their attention away from 

player grievances and instead on “baseball’s romantic past.”36 When discussing the 

potential cancellation of the 1994 World Series, Commissioner of Baseball Bug Selig 

noted, “I’m a history major,” uplifting the importance of the sport’s past as well as his 

                                                 
34 Ibid., 27. Note that “Past” was capitalized in Long’s speech. 
35 Cliff Corcoran, “The Strike: Who was right, who was wrong and how it helped baseball,” Sports 
Illustrated 12 Aug. 2014, https://www.si.com/mlb/2014/08/12/1994-strike-bud-selig-orel-hershiser. 
36 Nathanson, A People’s History, 176. 
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deference to it.37 Selig presented League officials’ view of the play stoppage as a 

dreadful aberration in the sport’s great history.38 In their analysis of Selig’s comments, 

historians William W. Wright and Mick Cochrane contended that the perspective offered 

by League officials distracted from their economic motivations behind not meeting player 

demands. Instead, Selig and others emphasized their position as the one for returning 

“baseball to its true glory times.”39 As Nathanson pointed out, in a nation accustomed to 

positive thinking, fans were easily convinced to demonize ungrateful players for stopping 

play while celebrating mythologized, clean images of baseball’s, and America’s, pure 

past full of uninterrupted sport.40 Wright and Cochrane quoted a letter to the editor 

published during the strike in the Buffalo News, illustrating the success of the League 

executives’ tactics. In the letter, annoyed fan Andrew Hillery grumbled, “I’d love to see 

some of these so-called superstars hit off Gibson, Ford, Newcombe, Drysdale, Spahn or 

Koufax.”41 The past is always available to the MLB to deploy for its own devices. Yet, 

the MLB does not just utilize the past on an as-needed basis.  

Baseball Public History  

 Since the 1907 Mills Commission, organized baseball’s usage of the past has 

manifested in traditional marketing campaigns, anniversary celebrations, and perhaps 

                                                 
37 Selig graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Madison with a double major in history and political 
science in 1956. “Welcome Back, Bud Selig,” Office of the Chancellor, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
29 April 2015, https://chancellor.wisc.edu/blog/welcome-back-bud-selig/. 
38 William W. Wright and Mick Cochrane, “Uses of History in Baseball Labor Disputes,” in Diamond 
Mines: Baseball and Labor, ed. Paul D. Staudohar (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 2000), 65. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Nathanson, A People’s History, 176. 
41 Wright and Cochrane, “Uses of History,” 72. 

https://chancellor.wisc.edu/blog/welcome-back-bud-selig/
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most powerfully in physical public history sites. For instance, in 1936 the National 

Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum was founded with extensive support from the MLB. 

Since then, the Hall’s management has made fascinating efforts to gain more credibility 

as a history museum instead of just a celebratory shrine. Presently, in its own words, the 

organization sites two entities: the Hall of Fame which “preserves history, honors 

excellence and connects generations” and the Museum which features “exhibits that tell 

the story of baseball’s impact on our lives, and our country.”42 These efforts are 

completed by a growing staff of trained public historians who have to balance their 

efforts with continued, necessary financial reliance on the MLB for support.  

 But perhaps the most relevant way that baseball interacts regularly in the public 

history realm is how MLB team corporate mangements maintain control over public 

history at ballparks. All thirty major league teams conduct year round ballpark tours that 

feature exhibits and, sometimes, “museums.” All of these sites, with varying levels of 

influence from the MLB employees, team staff, and historians, are key contributors to the 

public’s knowledge about baseball’s past. They also provide insight into how the MLB 

and its teams negotiate their usage of the past for marketing purposes with the goals of 

museum staff historians, often trained as historians, to use the past as an educational tool. 

Yet, the relationship between baseball and physical public history remains understudied.  

Historiography 

                                                 
42 National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, “The Museum,” accessed January 20, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/discover/museum. 
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 Since the 1970s, scholars have observed and analyzed the role of the past, 

especially nostalgia, in sports marketing. Yet, most of the scholarship has been confined 

to sports marketing scholars who research topics like stadium tours in terms of their 

effectiveness in marketing, without a critical look at their role as history. For instance, in 

2010 sports management scholars Chad Seifried and Katherine Meyer advised young 

teams on how to construct nostalgia for marketing purposes in their article, “Nostalgia-

Related Aspects of Professional Sport Facilities: A Facility Audit of Major League 

Baseball and National Football League Strategies to Evoke the Past.” Their observations 

help to theorize how nostalgia marketing works. But instead of engaging in necessary 

critical analysis of the problems caused by purposely manipulating the past in order to 

invoke emotions, the authors suggest that young teams should capitalize by displaying 

“recent artifacts and memorabilia” with “recycled archetypes” from the past.43 

Meanwhile, sociologists Gregory Ramshaw and Sean Gammon have raised potential 

issues with the use of nostalgia marketing, like in their ambitious 2005 article, “More 

than just nostalgia? Exploring the heritage/sport tourism nexus.” This article attempted to 

define nostalgia as just one part of the broader concept of heritage. To accomplish this 

goal, Ramshaw and Gammon summarized key points in the heritage versus history 

debates. Their most vital point was a finding that heritage is usually less critical than 

history. In fact, they noted, heritage can be harmful due to its blind celebration of 

                                                 
43 Chad Seifried and Katherine Meyer, “Nostalgia-Related Aspects of Professional Sport Facilities: A 
Facility Audit of Major League Baseball and National Football League Strategies to Evoke the Past,” 
Journal of Sport Management, Recreation, & Tourism 5 (2010): 71. 
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historical figures and narratives without regard for complicating issues of gender, race, 

and class.44 While this acknowledgement is important, this sociological research still 

tends to lack historical context or critiques about how public sports history could improve 

its regard for said complicating issues. Where are the public historians writing about 

baseball public history? 

 In his 2013 dissertation, historian Gregory Mangan contended that historians have 

“taken little notice” of sports public history due to perceptions that content and 

interpretation at these sites are at worst factually inaccurate and at best overly 

celebratory.45 Mangan understands this perception, acknowledging that when it comes to 

engaging with the complex historical narratives public historians want, “sport museums 

traditionally fall short.”46 In 2018, historian Josh Howard published “On Sport, History, 

and Public Sport History.” In it, Howard similarily lamented that most sport historians 

“disdain sport public history in that they assume public representations of sport will be 

drowning in nostalgia.”47 Yet, these apparent failures are not a justification for ignoring 

sports public history. On the contrary, problems demand greater study to come up with 

ways to remedy them.  

 Only through investigating these sites can scholars advocate for what needs to be 

improved, and how. Many scholars outside of history have done the work of identifying 

                                                 
44 Greg Ramshaw and Sean Gammon, “More than just Nostalgia? Exploring the heritage/sport tourism 
Nexus,” Journal of Sport Tourism 10, no. 4 (2005): 232. 
45 Gregory Mangan, “Entering Sacred Ground: Public History at the National Baseball Hall of Fame and 
Museum,” PhD diss., Arizona State University, 2013, 
https://repository.asu.edu/attachments/125798/content/Mangan_asu_0010E_13350.pdf, 16. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Howard, “On Sport,” 34. 

https://repository.asu.edu/attachments/125798/content/Mangan_asu_0010E_13350.pdf
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and theorizing how and why sports produce those public representations drowning in 

nostalgia. But it is not within these scholars’ scope to connect their observations to more 

critical points about why these representations can be problematic. According to Howard, 

it is up to public historians to finish this job. He specifically calls for public historians to 

“make themselves known through critique, consulting, or taking a job within the 

machine.”48 In this thesis, I intend to heed this call. But, before beginning my analysis 

from the perspective of a public historian, it is crucial to understand the theory that 

informs my point of view. 

Public Historians and the Past: Clarifying Theory and Positionality 

 While there is no official consensus about the “right way” to do public history, 

since the field’s, or “movement’s,” formalized development in the 1970s, practitioners 

have drawn from experience and theory to propose an evolving set of best practices. It is 

now generally agreed upon by public historians that the field arose along with the larger 

rise in social history during the 1970s. These new practitioners were, as historian Mike 

Wallace puts it in his 1996 book Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays on American 

Memory, “inspired by movements in the streets” to bring a greater emphasis on social 

issues like class, gender, and race to historical practice both within and outside of the 

academy.49 Prior to this shift, museums provided little interpretation, functioning as 

object repositories that prioritized nostalgia over education. The rise of social and public 

                                                 
48 Howard, “On Sport,” 35. 
49 Mike Wallace, Mickey Mouse History and Other Essays on American Memory (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1996), 116. 
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history, however, inspired a new view of museums as what Mangan called “centers of 

cultural production and consumption.”50 The beginnings of university public history 

programs formalized this belief and trained a new generation of historians to bring their 

values to public historical institutions. Museums were now viewed as places not to just 

display objects, but as places to use those objects to tell stories, specifically those 

typically left out of celebratory historical narratives.  

 In 1990 historian Michael Frisch popularized the concept of “shared authority” in 

his book on oral history practice, A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and Meaning 

of Oral and Public History. As Bill Adair, Benjamin Filene, and Laura Koloski explained 

in their 2010 edited volume, Letting Go?: Sharing Historical Authority in a User-

Generated World, Frisch’s concept has since been adopted by public historians across 

methodologies, who praise the idea that instead of speaking for marginalized populations, 

public historians should wholly share their authorship with those voices, allowing for 

communities to speak for themselves. In their book’s introduction, Adair, Filene, and 

Koloski clarified that, as of their writing in the early 2010s, the effort to de-center elites 

in museum interpretation has moved to “de-centering elite storytellers, too.”51 They 

further note that this act of “letting go” of authority does not mean entirely removing 

museum professionals’ voices from interpretation. Instead, in the ideal presented by 

Letting Go?’s editors, museum professionals “supplement content knowledge” provided 

                                                 
50 Mangan, “Entering Sacred Ground,” 92. 
51 Bill Adair, Benjamin Filene, and Laura Koloski, eds., Letting Go?: Sharing Historical Authority in a 
User-Generated World (Philadelphia: The Pew Center for Arts and Heritage, 2011), 11. 
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by community voices “with expertise at interpreting, facilitating, engaging, listening, and 

learning with their visitors.”52 Museums are educational institutions. At its best, this 

education is facilitated through conversations that allow room for different perspectives. 

In 1992, the Founding Director at National Museum of African American History and 

Culture, Lonnie G. Bunch III, clarified that, through becoming “safe havens” for 

conversations, museums can help visitors challenge traditional, nostalgic views of the 

past as uncomplicated or otherwise separate from the present.53 Through challenging 

these views visitors can better wrestle with social issues of the present by understanding 

their roots in the past. Actively uplifting voices that bring what Bunch calls “the 

contradictions and unsettling issues in America’s history” to the forefront is, in my 

opinion, the purpose of modern museums.54 Yet, as wonderful as these goals sound on 

paper, putting them into practice has been, and continues to be, far from easy.  

The Challenging Reality of Trying to Highlight Difficult Narratives 

 Shifting museums from places for nostalgia to places for confronting 

“contradictions and unsettling issues” comes with numerous obstacles. For one, in any 

context it is difficult to radically alter agendas that have been in place for decades. In the 

case of museums like the National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, adjusting to new 

public historical standards means confronting a deep legacy and the organization’s 

                                                 
52 Ibid., 13. 
53 Lonnie Bunch, “Embracing Controversy: Museum Exhibitions and the Politics of Change,” The Public 
Historian 14, no. 3 (Summer 1992): 65. 
54 Ibid. 
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original purpose of serving as a nostalgic object shrine.55 For older institutions, 

accommodating new ideals of interpretation and shared authority comes with both 

logistical and ideological obstacles.  

 Ideological backlash within more traditional historical institutions can mostly 

clearly be seen during the “culture wars” of the 1980s and 1990s when social justice 

inspired public history clashed with a national turn towards conservatism. In his 2002 

book, Museum Politics: Power Plays at the Exhibition, historian Timothy W. Luke 

quoted Lynne V. Cheney, a prominent conservative, in 1995 lamenting that modern 

museums are “in the business of debunking greatness, Western society, and even history 

itself.”56 Luke credits this backlash to museums’ place in society as “valued sites.” He 

argues that museums have power to influence the public’s beliefs about truth, a concept 

that has only become more controversial since Luke’s writing in the early 2000s.57 

Discussions about the power of museums most frequently reference Roy Rosenzweig and 

David Thelen’s findings in The Presence of the Past: Popular Uses of History in 

American Life. Published in 1998, the results of their and other historians’ 

groundbreaking survey, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities, 

concluded that Americans trust history museums and historic sites more than “any other 

sources for exploring the past.”58 Because of this “power,” groups have a vested interest 

                                                 
55 The Hall of Fame will be explored in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
56 Lynne Cheney as quoted by Timothy W. Luke in Museum Politics: Power Plays at the Exhibition 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2002), xvi. 
57 Luke, Museum Politics, xvi. 
58 Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen, The Presence of the Past: Popular Uses of History in American Life 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 105. 
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in museum interpretation that favors their perspective. By extension, we as historians 

have a vested interest in museum interpretation that have a critical historical perspective.    

 Massive industries like the MLB were, as previously explained, built on nostalgic 

visions of the past. So, it makes sense that the MLB would want any site dedicated to its 

history to accommodate that vision. Beyond that desire, the individuals connected to the 

MLB maintain varying influence over the sites explored in this thesis through money, 

donation of objects, board membership, or, in the case of the ballpark tours, direct 

management. Yet, the same power of public history sites that fuels the MLB’s interest in 

their content also fuels public historians. In 2004, then-curator at the National Museum of 

American History and President of the National Council on Public History (NCPH), 

James B. Gardner told NCPH members that, as “advocates for history,” public historians 

“cannot simply present a self-affirming, validating past, regardless of how politically 

popular that might be.”59 Yet, public historians are not immune to politics. Public history 

requires support in the role of funding, donations, and positive public relations. This 

reliance is especially true in the case of baseball public history, as the sport and its 

artifacts are dominated by the MLB. In fact, I would argue that no other public history 

enterprise is so reliant on a single corporate entity for its support and artifacts. This 

reality makes studying baseball public history critical for all historians to contemplate the 

roles of donors and sponsors in the work that they do.  

                                                 
59 James B. Gardner, “Contested Terrain: History, Museums, and the Public,” The Public Historian 26, no. 
4 (Fall 2004): 14. 
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 This thesis will fill gaps in scholarship through critiquing the public historical 

practices at ballparks and the National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum. This critique 

will be informed by the public historical theory presented above. My intention is not to 

condemn the work of practitioners who labor daily at these sites while I observe and 

critique from the safety of the academy. Ultimately, I take issue with the MLB’s use of 

the past, not the labor of those working at these sites, or even baseball itself. Let me be 

clear: I love baseball. That is why I want it to be better. I am also a public historian, and 

thus I understand the capacity to improve the sport through improving the public’s 

understand of its past.  

 The MLB continues to face problems with xenophobia, homophobia, sexism, 

racism, and exploitative labor practices. Public historians have made great strides in 

uplifting silenced and controversial narratives from the nation’s, and the sport’s, past 

which this thesis will acknowledge and celebrate. Ultimately, however, at each site 

examined in this thesis, the MLB’s legacy of selectively remembering in order to best 

promote its product is remains palpable. Regardless of the intentions of those working 

behind the scenes, the need to work with the MLB and protect its existence and place in 

national consciousness trumps a full engagement with, and thus ability to hold the 

corporation accountable for, shameful elements of its past and present. The first step in 

undoing that silencing, the first step in giving baseball public historians the support that 

they need, is pointing out what needs to change.   
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CHAPTER 3  

USING HISTORY AT THE BALLPARK 

 

 People do not visit baseball stadiums to learn about history. Usually. A ballpark’s 

primary purpose is to host baseball games. More broadly, its purpose is to make money. 

This money is, of course, primarily made through admission tickets. However, ballparks 

also operate team stores, restaurants, and other ventures that bring visitors and their 

wallets to the park outside of game times. One such venture is the ballpark tour. All thirty 

major league ballparks offer a public tour. Tour prices range from $125 for Yankee 

Stadium’s “Hands on History Tour,” which allows visitors to hold between ten-fifteen 

artifacts, to $10 for the Miami Marlins general ballpark tour.60 While these tours are by 

no means prime revenue sources, they allow teams a relatively simple way to make some 

money in the present while using the past to help construct greater consumer loyalty for 

the future. As sociologists Sean Gammon and Gregory Ramshaw found in their 2010 

study, “On home ground? Twickenham Stadium Tours and the construction of sport 

heritage,” rugby teams use history at stadiums to make them feel like home to fans, 

establishing an emotional connection between fans, the team, and its home.61 This 

                                                 
60 “Hands on History,” New York Yankees, accessed 27 March 2019, 
https://www.mlb.com/yankees/ballpark/tours/hands-on-history; “Marlins Park Tours,” Miami Marlins, 
accessed 27 March 2019, https://www.mlb.com/marlins/ballpark/tours. 
61 Gregory Ramshaw and Sean Gammon, “On Home Ground? Twickenham Stadium Tours and the 
Construction of Sport Heritage,” Journal of Heritage Tourism 5, no. 2 (2010): 88-9. 

https://www.mlb.com/yankees/ballpark/tours/hands-on-history
https://www.mlb.com/marlins/ballpark/tours
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observation can also be applied to baseball park tours and the history they invoke, though 

few others have researched the topic.  

 Most studies of ballpark tours have been written by sports marketing scholars who 

have little interest in critical history. Even within this field, in 2005 Gammon and 

Victoria Fear wrote that stadia tours “arguably represent the least researched area within 

the sport tourism literature.”62 I know from attending baseball games that ballparks are 

sites where historical artifacts are often on display. Historian Tammy S. Gordon might 

call these a hybrid of corporate exhibits and vernacular exhibits as defined in her 2008 

piece, “Heritage, Commerce, and Museal Display: Toward a New Typology of Historical 

Exhibition in the United States.” According to Gordon, vernacular exhibits are “those that 

are integrated into nonmuseum settings.”63 This definition applies to ballparks and their 

incorporation of historic material. Gordon noted that such exhibits create “an intimacy 

that supports the business by encouraging the visitor to make personal connections with 

it.”64 Corporate exhibits are similar by employing “history as indirect advertising,” but, 

according to Gordon, are more likely to be displayed in a “museum-like setting.”65 

Ballpark history does serve as advertising for a corporation, but it usually appears in a 

nonmuseum setting and attempts to spark personal connections. Yet, even though Gordon 

is a public historian, she did not critique this linking of the past with consumerism. She 

                                                 
62 Sean Gammon and Victoria Fear, “Stadia tours and the power of backstage,” Journal of Sport Tourism 
10, no. 4 (2005), 243. 
63 Tammy S. Gordon, “Heritage, Nostalgia, and Museal Display: Toward a New Typology of Historical 
Exhibition in the United States,” The Public Historian 30, no. 3 (Summer 2008), 43. 
64 Ibid., 46. 
65 Ibid., 39. 
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instead called in her article for historians to take these alternative, non-academic historic 

displays seriously. I do.  

 The emotion visitors can observe in vernacular exhibits reflects real power, 

especially when the displays are not put together by the local bar, but rather by large 

corporations like Major League Baseball teams. By combining Gordon’s observations 

about vernacular and corporate exhibits with literature on stadia tours, I hypothesize that 

tours are where historic objects in ballparks take on real meaning. While I previously 

noticed these features, when attending a game I had little time for taking a closer look at 

historic objects. Tours, however, provide team marketing departments with the 

opportunity to have a guide interpret these materials for visitors. In this way, tours 

transform ballparks into sites of public history. With this understanding, I investigate 

ballpark tours to provide a critical, public historical lens to the use of history in this 

setting.     

 For this study, I visited Tropicana Field, home of the Tampa Bay Rays; Nationals 

Park, home of the Washington Nationals; Citizens Bank Park, home of the Philadelphia 

Phillies; Target Field, home of the Minnesota Twins; Yankee Stadium, home of the New 

York Yankees; and Camden Yards, home of the Baltimore Orioles. Each tour lasted 

between sixty and ninety minutes. My smallest tour was at Target Field with five other 

guests while my largest tour was at Yankee Stadium with twenty-three others. Guides 

began each tour by asking the group where they were from. Every tour guest that 

responded to this question was from the United States except for a family of four on the 
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Yankee Stadium tour from Puerto Rico.66 I attended every park except Target Field by 

myself. I never volunteered my reasons behind taking the tour, but attending alone with a 

notebook sometimes sparked questions from the guides. If asked, I revealed that I was a 

“graduate student writing about ballparks,” with little further detail. My goal was to 

witness the authentic tour script to best understand the team marketers’ intentions for 

what guides should say and point out. I did not want to trigger any potential alterations 

due to a guide’s idea about what I might want to hear. I chose the ballparks due to my 

ability to travel to them. As such, most were in the northeast, with the exception of 

Tropicana Field and Target Field.67  

 Each of the six tours I went on either began or ended at the team store, 

encouraging visitors to leave with a souvenir that usually cost much more than the tour 

ticket. I saw how in addition to generating income, the tours are also a marketing 

opportunity to help ensure future income. The stories and objects emphasized on ballpark 

tours develop legitimacy and fandom by promoting the proudest parts and moments of a 

team’s physical home, past and present. Ballpark tours provide direct insight into what a 

team’s marketing department wants its fans to know about its past. At the park, the team 

                                                 
66 Observations about my fellow visitors are from notes I took on each tour. I have been unable to find 
visitor data from any ballpark tour conforming demographic information. 
67 It is worth reemphasizing that my analysis is based only on the parks I was able to visit. Again, all thirty 
major league parks offer a public tour. Out of those thirty, many I was not able to visit also include 
“museums.” There may be exceptions to my conclusions at parks I was unable to visit. I believe, however, 
that my selections are largely representative of broader trends due to their variety in age, design, and home 
team success. I do regret not being able to visit a park on the west coast or either Wrigley Field or Fenway 
Park, the only two MLB parks that predate the 1960s. Brief overviews on every MLB park can be found at 
Jeff Goldberg, “MLB Ballparks, from Oldest to Newest,” Ballpark Digest, 31 March 2017, accessed 27 
March 2019, https://ballparkdigest.com/2017/03/31/mlb-ballparks-from-oldest-to-newest/.  

https://ballparkdigest.com/2017/03/31/mlb-ballparks-from-oldest-to-newest/
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is in control. As such, each park I visited lacked critical engagement with the nuances of 

the past they presented, even when they attempted to appropriate selective aspects of 

professional public history standards.  

Playing with The Past 

 Every ballpark is lined with images and references to past moments of success.  

68 
Figure 1 On a main concourse at the Philadelphia Phillies’ Citizens Bank Park sits this 

collection of artifacts from the team’s 2008 World Series victory.  
 

Images were often altered or paired with quotes to heighten their nostalgic, emotional 

power. 

                                                 
68 “2008,” photo taken by author, Citizens Bank Park, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 13 September 2018. 
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69 
Figure 2: On the way to their seats, fans at the Baltimore Orioles’ Camden Yards pass by 
this image of former Oriole Frank Robinson under the passionate phrase, “He solidified 

the club.”  
 

 On each tour, if the team possesses a storied past, guides referred to it. If there 

was not one, either due to a young age of the team or a lack of success, guides invented 

or borrowed it, manipulating the past for visitors. In the case of the thirteen-year-old 

                                                 
69 “He solidified the club,” photo taken by author, Camden Yards, Baltimore, Maryland, 12 October 2018. 
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Washington Nationals, for instance, another team’s history was up for grabs. The 

Nationals are technically affiliated with the Montreal Expos franchise, which was 

founded in 1969 and relocated to Washington in 2005.70 Nationals Park, however, 

avoided referencing the Expos’ relatively unsuccessful history. Instead, the park was 

littered with images of the Washington Senators that took on greater meaning due to the 

guide’s interpretation.  

71 
Figure 3: A stairwell at the Washington Nationals’ Nationals Park was decorated a 
blown-up image of this historic advertisement featuring Washington Senators’ star 

pitcher Walter Johnson, who played from 1907-1927.72  
 

                                                 
70 Nationals Park Tour, Washington, D.C., 8 Sept. 2018. 
71 “Walter Johnson tobacco ad,” photo taken by author, Nationals Park, Washington, D.C, 8 September 
2018. 
72 “Walter Johnson,” MLB.com, accessed 28 March 2019, https://www.mlb.com/player/walter-johnson-
116635. 

https://www.mlb.com/player/walter-johnson-116635
https://www.mlb.com/player/walter-johnson-116635
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 The Senators were founded in 1901 and relocated to Minneapolis in 1960, 

becoming the Minnesota Twins.73 Even though the Nationals have no official affiliation 

with the Senators, the guide spoke of the two teams as if they were one and the same. 

While he gestured to a framed image of the 1924 championship Senators, the guide 

lamented, “They say that Cleveland has the longest World Series drought now, but we 

haven’t won it since 1924.”74 The attempt to connect the Senators to the Nationals began 

at the new team’s first home opener. On April 14, 2005, former Washington Senators 

players took the field before literally passing their gloves to the new Washington 

Nationals who, just a year before, took the field in Montreal as the Expos.75 Each time a 

baseball franchise relocates, it is a business decision. Team owners are wooed by more 

attractive (i.e. lucrative) markets. But, the Nationals’ appropriation of the Senators’ 

history blurs this history. The tour glossed over there ever having been a move. Instead of 

viewing the Nationals as a new team building up its own legend, the tour instead adopted 

the history of another team.  

 The Nationals’ use of the Senators’ history is all the more interesting when 

considering the Twins’ ballpark tour. Target Field in Minneapolis is similarly lined with 

historical images of the Senators, but in this instance their team technically owned that 

past. Though, of course, one could argue that past moments belong more to a place than a 

                                                 
73 “Old Nats Now Minnesota Twins,” Washington Post, Times Herald, 27 November 1960, retrieved from 
https://search-proquest-com.libproxy.temple.edu/docview/141263972?accountid=14270. 
74 Nationals Park Tour, Washington, D.C., 8 September 2018. 
75 Joseph White, “Hail to the Nationals,” Cincinnati Post, 15 April 2005, retrieved from https://search-
proquest-com.libproxy.temple.edu/docview/430023073?accountid=14270. 
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corporation. In that perspective the Nationals are right to connect themselves with the 

Senators. After all, their success happened in, and thus most directly affected, 

Washington, D.C., not Minnesota. Regardless of one’s opinion about which team has 

more of a right to market themselves with the Senators’ history the fact that two separate 

teams are using it illustrates each teams’ management’s willingness to bend history to 

best fit their needs. 

Babe Ruth the...Oriole? 

 At my tour of the Baltimore Orioles’ Camden Yards, I encountered another 

example of a team inflating its connection to an attractive historical narrative. Babe Ruth, 

arguably the most famous player in baseball history, spent his entire major league career 

in Boston and New York. None of the most famous images and moments from Ruth’s life 

has anything to do with Baltimore. So, I was surprised when I approached Camden Yards 

and noticed a large statue of Ruth out front. Our guide explained that Ruth was born in 

Baltimore, and he stayed there until moving to Boston at age nineteen. He also played 

minor league ball in Baltimore. I found out later that his time in the minor leagues in 

Baltimore amounted to a few months before his contract was sold to Boston.76 Still, our 

guide made sure that if visitors walked away from the Camden Yards tour with any one 

piece of knowledge, it was Ruth’s Baltimore origins. While this Baltimore connection is 

worth noting, it is much more than a note in the historical narrative constructed by the 

Orioles’ tour.  

                                                 
76 Leigh Montville, The Big Bam: The Life and Times of Babe Ruth (New York: Broadway Books, 2006), 
32. 
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Figure 477 

 Outside of the park there is a statue titled “Babe’s Dream” with a plaque that 

reads, “George Herman ‘Babe’ Ruth: Baltimorean.”78 The statue was erected in 1994, 

two years after the Orioles’ new park opened. When plans for the statue were announced 

in 1993, journalist John Steadman quoted the Orioles’ president Larry Lucchino’s view 

that the statue will tell “the world he [Ruth] was baseball’s greatest player, an Oriole and 

                                                 
77 “Babe Ruth statue in front of Camden Yards,” photo taken by author, Camden Yards, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 12 October 2018. 
78 Ibid. 
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a Baltimore boy.”79 I do not think that the statue has caused the world to view Ruth as 

anything other than a Yankee, but it is the intention that matters. Inside the park are 

images from the team’s past along with photographs of Ruth, still trying to show the 

world that Ruth was an Oriole. During our tour, the guide took us to a large window and 

pointed out where Ruth’s childhood boarding school sat, just a few miles away. We were 

even provided with detailed accounts of Ruth’s childhood antics that led to his placement 

in said boarding school. We learned about Ruth’s parents and his father’s saloon where 

young Babe sometimes worked. We were encouraged to visit the “Babe Ruth Birthplace 

and Sports Legends Museum” a little less than half a mile away after the tour. Finding the 

Museum was easy, since it is connected to Camden Yards by a pathway of giant baseballs 

painted on the sidewalk.80 While overlooking the field for a final time, our guide ended 

the tour with an amazing story. When Camden Yards was under construction, workers 

dug up some bottles just behind where second base now sits. These bottles, said the 

guide, revealed that Ruth’s father’s saloon once stood in that very spot. The park’s 

planners apparently had no idea. It was a miraculous surprise, uncovering some sort of 

divine blessing from the baseball gods onto Camden Yards. Though Ruth never played in 

Camden Yards, in a way, he once stood in center field! My subsequent research 

confirmed that Ruth’s saloon did stand in what is now center field. A 1992 New York 

                                                 
79 John Steadman, “Statue of The Babe to be sculpted, fittingly near Oriole Park,” The Evening Sun, 21 July 
1993, retrieved from https://search-proquest-
com.libproxy.temple.edu/docview/306468341?accountid=14270.   
80 Visiting this historic house museum was a fascinating experience worthy of its own section. I regret that 
there is no appropriate place for such a section in this thesis.  
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Times article titled, “Ruth Outhouse Found in Ballpark,” announced that bottles were not 

the only excavated artifacts.81 No source implies that the park’s builders were at all 

surprised by these discoveries, but I am not too concerned with nitpicking about historical 

facts. The incredible thing is that a tour of the Orioles’ ballpark dedicated so much time 

to a player who never wore the Oriole uniform in the major leagues.               

  The reliance on Ruth is all the more interesting when considering that the Orioles 

have had plenty of success. Since moving to Baltimore from St. Louis in 1954, the team 

has won nine division championships, three World Series titles, and has featured star 

players like Frank Robinson, Brooks Robinson, Jim Palmer, and Cal Ripken Jr.82 This 

team should not need to borrow Ruth’s power to build a nostalgic connection with their 

fans. While Ruth’s place in Baltimore is certainly worth mentioning, the tour featured a 

disproportionate reliance on his mythos. And on the surface, it seems rather harmless. But 

consider Daniel Rosenzweig’s quote about his perception of Camden Yards from his 

book Retro Ballparks: Instant History, Baseball, and the New American History: the 

site’s managers have “highlighted small, relatively insignificant occurrences (such as 

Babe Ruth’s father’s brief stint operating a saloon in the area). All the while, they have 

attempted to elide references to what historians agree is the most significant occurrence 

on the site, one of the bloodiest strikes in the history of the American railroad in 1877.”83 

                                                 
81 “BASEBALL; Ruth Outhouse Found in Ball Park,” New York Times, 11 February 1992, accessed 15 
February 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/1992/02/11/sports/baseball-ruth-outhouse-found-in-ball-
park.html. 
82 “Baltimore Orioles Franchise Timeline,” MLB.com, accessed 26 March 2019, 
https://www.mlb.com/orioles/history/timeline. 
83 Daniel Rosensweig, Retro Ballparks: Instant History, Baseball, and the New American City (Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 2005), 12. Rosensweig’s book is a fantastic study of the relationship 

https://www.nytimes.com/1992/02/11/sports/baseball-ruth-outhouse-found-in-ball-
https://www.nytimes.com/1992/02/11/sports/baseball-ruth-outhouse-found-in-ball-
https://www.mlb.com/orioles/history/timeline
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Highlighting narratives like Ruth’s short tenure with the Orioles is not just about sparking 

a fan’s excitement about the team and its history. These narratives also distract from 

those that are arguably even more important and interesting but do not boost consumer 

loyalty.  

 Camden Yards does not just sit on the former site of Ruth’s father’s saloon. It also 

shares its grounds with a former train station and warehouse operated by the Baltimore & 

Ohio (B&O) Railroad throughout the mid- to late-nineteenth century. Our guide pointed 

out these structures to admire their architecture, praise the area’s industrial past, and 

proudly tell us that President Lincoln passed through the station on his way to deliver the 

Gettysburg Address.84 What he failed to mention, however, was that this station was a 

key location in the Great Railroad Strike of 1877 that Rosensweig points out. A recent 

Washington Post article describes the strike as a turning point in the national labor 

movement. With approximately one hundred deaths nationwide, at least ten occurred at 

Camden Yards in a violent clash between B&O workers and the Maryland National 

Guard.85 Our guide also failed to mention that police in riot gear guarded the stadium as 

recently as 2015. After twenty-five-year-old African-American Freddie Gray died from 

injuries he sustained while in police custody, protests filled Baltimore’s streets, including 

                                                 
between ballpark design and construction and urban redevelopment. While much more a work of urban 
sociology than that of public history, Retro Ballparks nonetheless provides great insight into the mindset of 
teams (and cities) utilizing the past for present gain.     
84 Guide’s words were transcribed by author during tour of Camden Yards, Baltimore, Maryland on 12 Oct. 
2018. 
85 Fredrick Kunkle, “Labor Days’ violent roots: How a worker revolt on the B&O Railroad left 100 people 
dead,” The Washington Post, 4 Sept. 2017, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/retropolis/wp/2017/09/03/labor-days-radical-roots-how-a-worker-
revolt-on-the-bo-railroad-almost-became-a-revolution/?utm_term=.9cc206f816e1. 
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the Camden Yards area. The result was that the Orioles cancelled two games and hosted 

the first ever MLB game with no attendees.86 Both are historically important, yet 

challenging, narratives that I would have loved to learn about on my tour. Though, I 

recognize that my interests might have been in the minority among those on the tour.  

 In general, both the Nationals and the Twins laying claim to the same past and the 

Orioles’ reliance on Ruth reflects a use of the past that makes me uncomfortable as a 

public historian. It becomes more evident when focusing not just on the narratives 

utilized by teams, but also those that are left out. Historian Timothy W. Luke said in the 

conclusion to his book Museum Politics: Power Plays at the Exhibition, a public history 

site’s “modes of remembering are also necessarily always manners of forgetting.”87 But 

that begs the question, do the Orioles have an obligation to tell the history of the 

important yet challenging events that happened on their doorstep but might have little to 

do directly with baseball? One could argue that Ruth’s place in Baltimore is more a story 

of local history than Oriole history. So, if the tour script is going to include this local 

historical content, why should they not discuss other aspects of local history? But, even if 

the answer to my previous questions is “yes,” would visitors even be receptive to hearing 

more complex local narratives, or is Ruth what they came for? 

Visitor Expectations and Team Intentions 

                                                 
86 Alex Johnson, “Empty Seats: Orioles Close Baseball Game to the Public After Baltimore Riots,” NBC 
News, 28 Apr. 2015, https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/baltimore-unrest/orioles-close-baseball-games-
public-after-baltimore-riots-n349856. 
87 Timothy W. Luke, Museum Politics: Power Plays at the Exhibition (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2002), 224. 
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 In my quest to better understand the use of history at ballparks, I wanted to know 

who is actually crafting these narratives. Is there any way I could find out a team’s 

intentions behind their use of history? Fortunately for me, one of the parks I toured was 

the Twins’ Target Field. This park included more artifacts and exhibit displays 

throughout than any other park I visited. On each tour I asked the guide who was 

responsible for the materials on display. My answers were usually some variation of “it’s 

the marketing team,” or “just the team staff” (which means the marketing team). My 

Target Field guide, however, gave me a name: Clyde Doepner, the Twins’ curator. I 

tracked down Mr. Doepner’s email and asked him if he would be willing to speak with 

me about his job and his goals. I hoped that through our conversation I could better 

understand the intentions behind ballpark public history, and thus better frame my 

criticism.      

 Presently, the Minnesota Twins are the only team that lists a curator position on 

its public staff list.88 Doepner has held this title since 2010, when the Twins opened 

Target Field. As he explained to me over the phone, he has been a dedicated Twins fan 

since the team was born in 1961. In 1966, Doepner began a 36-year career as a high 

school American history teacher and baseball coach. That same year, Doepner, along 

with all other baseball coaches in the city, received Twins season tickets from team 

owner Calvin Griffith. According to Doepner, he was the only person who went to 

Griffith’s office to thank him in person. This interaction sparked a lifelong friendship. As 

                                                 
88 The New York Yankees also employ a curator who will be discussed later but he is not listed on their 
public staff list.  
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Doepner continued teaching, his personal collection of Twins memorabilia grew. The 

Griffith family was aware of Doepner’s interest in collecting. Then, when the team 

announced plans to build Target Field, they asked the now-retired Doepner if he would 

like the new park to include space for him to join the staff as a curator.89  

 Doepner believes that other teams do not employ curators because making space 

for them is simply not a priority.90 In terms of the Twins’ priority, though Doepner did 

express a genuine knowledge of archival standards and a desire to preserve the past, he 

clarified that his purpose is to perpetuate a positive fan experience. As such, he would 

never want to curate an exhibit that dealt with anything challenging. “I want fans to come 

to the ballpark and have a good time and get to appreciate a bit of Twins history. People 

enjoy it,” he said.91 And what’s wrong with a little enjoyment?  

 One could argue that ballparks are built for celebration, and thus are not 

appropriate sites for education or critical thinking. I do not mean for my criticism to 

sound like an elitist academic telling ballparks that they should become educational 

institutions. Facilitating visitor engagement with difficult narratives from the past is a 

delicate task that requires skill. Without skilled public historians on staff, ballparks do not 

just lack the motivation to facilitate this type of learning, but also may lack the ability to 

                                                 
89 Clyde Doepner, phone interview with Joy Feagan, 29 Oct. 2018.    
90 Doepner said that he thought the Atlanta Braves new stadium, SunTrust Park, was designed with space 
for exhibits. I confirmed this claim with Phil W. Hudson, “Atlanta Braves: SunTrust Park won’t have a 
museum, it will be a museum,” Atlanta Business Chronicle, 13 March 2017, 
https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2017/03/13/atlanta-braves-suntrust-park-won-t-have-a-
museum.html. I unfortunately was not able to visit SunTrust Park for this thesis, but its emphasis on history 
reveals a potential trend in new ballparks.     
91 Ibid. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2017/03/13/atlanta-braves-suntrust-park-won-t-have-a-museum.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2017/03/13/atlanta-braves-suntrust-park-won-t-have-a-museum.html
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do so effectively. Plus, a visitor on a ballpark tour might not expect to be challenged and 

thus may be less receptive to such an approach. Further, as it currently stands, ballpark 

visitors may not only not expect to be challenged, but also may not view the narratives 

they learn with as much authority as those they receive in museums. Centering on Babe 

Ruth while ignoring the park’s experience in the 2015 protests is disappointing, but those 

touring Camden Yards might not be receptive to learning about police brutality from a 

ballpark tour guide, and may not even trust what the guide has to say about such a serious 

issue. As such, perhaps the lack of historians on staff means that the manipulation of the 

past that takes place on these tours may not have significant consequences. In my opinion 

there is nothing innocuous about a corporation manipulating consumers into feeling an 

emotional bond that is ultimately one sided, and thus such actions should be analyzed. 

Still, capitalism is our reality and the MLB has the right to use an effective marketing 

strategy. Ballparks are not museums, and thus lack a museum’s obligations and authority. 

Except, the greater issue arises when, sometimes, ballparks do construct an authoritative 

museum facade.    

The New York Yankees and the Case of the Ballpark “Museum”:  

 Since the New York Yankees were founded in 1903 as the New York 

Highlanders, the team has won a record forty pennants and twenty-seven World Series 

victories on behalf of the United States’ most populous city.92 Saying that the team’s 

history is rich is an understatement. 

                                                 
92 The most complete, reliable historical baseball statistics are available at Baseball-Reference.com.  
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93 
Figure 5: Historic photographs of Yankee greats surround the entire stadium.  

 
After all, as our guide explained, “between 1923 and 1962 the Yankees went on the 

greatest run in all of sports history,” and two players from that time, Babe Ruth and Lou 

Gehrig, “are the greatest players ever in the history of baseball.” There were far too many 

images and displays for the guide to point out each one. Instead, he kept repeating the 

phrase, “there’s a ton of great history here.” Though, he did tell us that his favorite image 

is from the Yankees’ 1938 World Series victory: “I like that you can see the fans running 

on the field to celebrate. Those were simpler times.”94  

                                                 
93 “Yankee Stadium rotunda,” photograph taken by author, Yankee Stadium, New York, New York, 28 
September 2018. 
94 All quotes transcribed by author during tour of Yankee Stadium, New York, New York, 28 September 
2018.  
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 Simpler times. This kind of sentiment that is expected on a ballpark tour. But, our 

tour concluded in a museum. Walking into the Yankee’s Museum was impressive. The 

large white room was full of professional-looking displays. The centerpiece was a wall of 

baseballs signed by over 800 former Yankees. The room looks so professional that 

stepping inside made me forget that I was in a ballpark. It felt like I had entered a new 

building, a “real,” “legitimate,” professionally managed museum. Though the Yankees do 

not list the position either on the Museum’s website or the team’s public staff list, the 

Museum is managed by a trained curator, Brian Richards.95 I confirmed with Richards 

that the Museum opened with the new Stadium in 2009. He added that the Museum does 

not have its own mission statement. It is not an independent non-profit museum housed in 

the ballpark, which is sometimes the case with ballpark museums. 96 “Simply put,” said 

Richards, “the Museum is a room within Yankee Stadium with display cases.” 97 

Beautiful, well-designed display cases, I may add. The actual exhibit interpretation, 

however, often fell into the same celebratory narratives as those featured throughout all 

of the ballparks.  

                                                 
95 I learned about Brian Richards, the Yankees’ full-time curator since 2008, from his Linkedin profile. 
Once I knew Richards’ name, I was able to confirm his role from other search results, like the video “A 
look at the Yankees Museum,” 13 April 2012, MLB.TV, https://www.mlb.com/video/a-look-at-the-
yankees-museum/c-20574523. 
96 The Tampa Bay Rays’ Tropicana Field currently houses the Ted Williams Museum and Hitters Hall of 
Fame. This independent, non-profit museum moved to Tropicana Field in 2006 after poor attendance 
forced the closure of its site in Hernando, Florida. The Museum and its placement in Tropicana Field is 
worthy of analysis, but due to its technical independence from the Rays I was not able to fit discussing it in 
this thesis. For more information, visit “About,” Ted Williams Museum and Hitters Hall of Fame, 
http://www.tedwilliamsmuseum.com/about. 
97 Brian Richards, email interview with Joy Feagan, 2 April 2019. 

https://www.mlb.com/video/a-look-at-the-yankees-museum/c-20574523
https://www.mlb.com/video/a-look-at-the-yankees-museum/c-20574523
http://www.tedwilliamsmuseum.com/about
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 The first main exhibit in the Museum is dedicated to former Yankee catcher 

Thurman Munson, titled Thurman Munson: Remembering a Yankees Hero. As an exhibit 

label phrased it, Munson “anchored” the team during the 1970s before dying in a self-

piloted airplane crash in 1979.98 In addition to his locker, which sat untouched from the 

time of Munson’s death until its relocation to the Museum in 2009, the Museum features 

artifacts from throughout Munson’s career, including a handwritten letter from 1971, his 

mitt from 1969, and his 1976 Most Valuable Player award. The first text panel recites the 

eulogy Yankee Bobby Murcer read at Munson’s funeral. This text sets the tone for the 

rest of the exhibit, the entirety of which reads like a eulogy. The narrative is followed in 

the subsequent text panels titled, “Father, Husband, Teammate,” “Leader,” and “Winner.” 

Along the way we learn that Munson “adored his wife, Diana, and their three children,” 

that he “burned with competitive fire,” and that his teammates embraced his “humor, 

sincerity, and loyal friendship.”99  

 This exhibit conjures up powerful emotions. I was not even alive while Munson 

played, but the way that panels described him still made his death feel unprecedentedly 

tragic. After all, this was a Yankee hero with a family whom he adored! The effect is an 

emotional connection to Munson, and, in turn, to the Yankees. Though, no information 

led me to think beyond “what a great guy, how tragic it is that he died, what a nice 

celebration of his life.” There was no mention about the cause of the crash. As the New 

York Times reported, Munson’s ability to fly safely was likely compromised by “fatigue 

                                                 
98 Panel text, Thurman Munson: Remembering a Yankees Hero, Yankees Museum, New York, New York.  
99 Ibid. 
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and overstress” in addition to knee pain Munson endured as a Yankee. Despite coaches 

and teammates’ concerns about safety, the team’s controversial owner, George 

Steinbrenner, gave special permission to Munson to fly himself to games separate from 

the team.100 These issues could elicit conversations about the labor conditions faced by 

baseball players, and potentially dangerous or unhealthy stress-relief methods that 

wealthy players may turn to. A connection could be made to the 2016 death of Miami 

Marlins star Jose Fernandez, who crashed his beloved speed boat after a night of partying 

on the Miami coast.101 But, despite appearances, the Yankees have no interest in an 

exhibit fulfilling educational purposes. It is designed to spark emotional ties with the 

Yankees through a selective retelling of a man’s life and death that makes his former 

employer look good.                            

 Other exhibits include the story of the Yankees’ 1978 comeback, which the 

introductory panel describes as a “season-long soap opera,” and a display of the team’s 

twenty-seven World Series rings.102 The most prominent exhibit, though, was Yankees By 

the Numbers. Jerseys and bats belonging to Yankee greats were displayed next to the 

records set by the team and its players. The display read, “New York Yankees fans 

embrace franchise records. These statistical milestones offer unique insight into team 

history. Records justify reverence for the Yankees’ most celebrated heroes. They answer 

                                                 
100 David Waldstein, “Documents Shed Light on the Life and Death of Thurman Munson,” New York 
Times, 1 Aug. 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/01/sports/thurman-munson-plane-crash-
yankees.html. 
101 David Ovalle, David Smiley, Douglas Hanks, and Glenn Garvin, “Everything seemed right in Jose 
Fernandez’s life. Then it all went wrong.,” Miami Herald, 1 Oct. 2016, 
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/article105425151.html. 
102 Panel text, Comeback!, Yankees Museum, New York, New York. 
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‘why’ and ‘how’ these stars attained legendary status.”103 I would argue that the “why” 

and “how” is better answered by the history of the development of meaning behind these 

statistics as orchestrated by the MLB and its teams’ marketing staff, and how the 

statistics are used for crafting and promoting nostalgic images of athletes as “heroes” and 

“legends.” More than a museum meant to educate and inspire critical thinking, though, 

this was a shrine, meant as a place for worship and construction of further devotion, and 

in this case, of more dedicated consumers.  

 Richards was kind enough to share his thoughts with me about the Yankees 

Museum, and ballpark museums more generally. When I asked him what place museums 

have in ballparks Richards replied, “My position is that ballpark museums allow teams to 

present/emphasize their identity. Showing ‘who your team is’ – especially through 

celebration of past heros, champtionships, ballparks, etc. – establishes a source of pride 

and identity.”104 Richards confirmed what many sports marketing scholars observed in 

studies of nostalgia-marketing, fully embracing the idea that the past helps formulate an 

identity that fans can cling to. In the case of the Yankees specifically, due to their long, 

successful past, Richards asserted, “our franchise history IS our identity.”105 Richards 

acknowledged the connection between this identity and marketing, writing, “It’s no 

surprise that some ballpark museums are managed and overseen by team marketing 

departments. Think about that: museum = brand awareness.”106 But the curator did not 

                                                 
103 Panel text, Yankees By the Numbers, Yankee Stadium Museum, New York, New York.  
104 Brian Richards, email interview with Joy Feagan, 27 March 2019. 
105 Ibid. 
106 Ibid. 
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discuss whether or not that connection is good or bad. From Richards’ perspective, 

though obviously good for the team’s marketing, the more important aspect of baseball 

public history is how it benefits fans. “Believe me,” wrote Richards, “fans of all 

backgrounds and knowledge/interest levels love connecting with Yankees history inside 

the Museum.”107 Like Doepner, Richards views his work in the context of fan enjoyment, 

which I agree is a wonderful benefit to including more history at ballparks. The 

difference in Richards’ case, however, is the level of authority maintained by the 

Yankees’ Museum versus a small display in a Target Field corridor.   

 Much of the Yankees Museum seemed right on paper. The displays looked great, 

the artifacts seemed well organized and cared for. Visitors were guided with 

interpretation, not just labels that listed an object’s name. Some labels asked questions, an 

education technique designed to engage visitors. Yet, in a way these indicators made the 

museum more worrisome to me. Again, when I walked in, I forgot that I was in a 

ballpark. I can somewhat excuse the overly celebratory narratives seen throughout 

ballparks with the understanding that they may not be appropriate places to challenge 

visitors. But museums are. This is the ideal space to be more nuanced. Using the term 

“museum” invokes a certain set of meanings, a sense of authority, a sense of trust. As 

Luke concluded in Museum Politics, museums manifest power over individual and 

collective ideologies through patrons viewing “what has been legitimized as 

                                                 
107 Ibid. 
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knowledge.”108 The knowledge presented in the Yankees Museum certainly seems to be 

legitimized, yet it stops short of providing a full picture. 

 My criticisms of the Yankees Museum are not criticisms of Richards. He has 

successfully crafted an attractive space that accomplishes his employer’s goal of using 

history to boost fan experience and brand identity. Without a mission statement of its 

own, the Museum successfully follows the ballpark’s mission to be, first and foremost, an 

entertainment venue managed by a $4 billion corporation.109 The relationship between 

museums and corporate sponsors can cause issues even among well-established, 

independent, non-profit museums. A museum that is entirely managed by a multi-billion-

dollar corporation comes with an extra layer of potential difficulties when trying to 

produce complex interpretation. But if teams are going to embrace the authority that 

comes with managing a museum, they have a responsibility to try to follow museum best 

practices. I believe that ballpark museums can be more complex without letting go of a 

positive fan experience.   

 For example, a more educational Yankee’s museum could discuss the widespread 

hatred for the franchise that led the team to secure trademark rights over the phrase “Evil 

Empire” in 2008.110 This title comes from the Yankees long-standing financial 

dominance over other teams, which is directly related to the team’s unmatched success. 

                                                 
108 Luke, Museum Politics, 228. 
109 “Yankees most valuable in MLB at $4 billion, Forbes estimates,” The Associated Press, 11 April 2018, 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2018/04/11/yanks-most-valuable-in-mlb-at-4-billion-forbes-
estimates/33746309/. 
110 David Schoenfield, “Bah, Humbug: Why it feels good to hate the Yankees again,” ESPN, 25 December 
2017, accessed 20 February 2019, http://www.espn.com/blog/sweetspot/post/_/id/84938/bah-humbug-why-
it-feels-good-to-hate-the-yankees-again. 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2018/04/11/yanks-most-valuable-in-mlb-at-4-billion-forbes-estimates/33746309/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2018/04/11/yanks-most-valuable-in-mlb-at-4-billion-forbes-estimates/33746309/
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In 2018, Forbes placed the Yankees valuation at $4 billion, an entire billion more than the 

second highest valued team, the Los Angeles Dodgers.111 In his 2018 op-ed in the New 

York Times, author David Bentley Hart went as far as to argue that, “no morally sane soul 

could delight in that graceless enormity in the Bronx, or its supremacy over smaller 

markets.”112 For Hart, the Yankees’ growth is contributing “mightily” to the MLB’s 

decline, comparing the team’s financial status with the growing wealth gap in the United 

States.113 I agree that this wealth and success gap is bad for the game. Of course the 

Yankees Museum would not say that outright, but an exhibit on anti-Yankees sentiment 

could allow for the team management to discuss—and celebrate—its many successes 

while also inviting conversations about the effects, good and bad, that success has had on 

baseball as a whole.  

 The Yankees’ financial dominance is largely due to the efforts of businessman 

George Steinbrenner, who owned the team from 1973 until his death in 2010. 

Steinbrenner presents another opportunity for a complex Yankees Museum exhibit. 

Steinbrenner was the first team owner in the MLB to take advantage of the advent of free 

agency, far outspending other teams in acquiring players. As Howard Megdal asserted in 

2010 for Politico, “no one did more” than Steinbrenner to raise player salaries to a level 

that small market teams have trouble matching.114 Steinbrenner’s tenure also included 

                                                 
111 “Yankees most valuable,” The Associated Press. 
112 David Bentley Hart, “The New York Yankees Are a Moral Abomination,” New York Times, 14 July 
2018, accessed 2 April 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/14/opinion/new-york-yankees-evil.html. 
113 Ibid. 
114 Howard Megdal, “What George Steinbrenner did to baseball,” Politico, 13 July 2019, accessed 2 April 
2019, https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2010/07/what-george-steinbrenner-did-to-
baseball-067804. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/14/opinion/new-york-yankees-evil.html
https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2010/07/what-george-steinbrenner-did-to-baseball-067804
https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2010/07/what-george-steinbrenner-did-to-baseball-067804
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legal controversies beginng in 1974 when he was indicted for making illegal 

contributions to Richard Nixon’s Committee to Re-Elect the President. As a result, 

Commissioner of Baseball Bowie Kuhn banned Steinbrenner from the game for two 

years.115 As reported by CBS Sports writer Dayn Perry in 2013, Steinbrenner faced legal 

trouble again in the 1980s when he was caught hiring gambler Howard Spira to find 

“dirt” on Yankee Dave Winfield, who had a 10-year, $23 million contract that 

Steinbrenner regretted. The result was a lifetime ban from baseball, but Steinbrenner was 

reinstated after only two years.116 Debates about whether or not Steinbrenner deserves 

enshrinenment in the Hall of Fame have sparked numerous articles reckoning his 

undeniable impact on the game with his sins. Most articles, like Wallace Matthews’ 2018 

piece in the New York Daily News, conclude that, despite the fact that “Steinbrenner did 

some horrendous things as the Yankees owner,” his place in baseball’s history deserves 

recognition.117 I agree, and I believe that the Yankees can recognize Steinbrenner in a 

nuanced way. With Steinbrenner, the Yankees Museum has another opportunity to 

celebrate the team’s victories while inviting a complex discussion about what it took for 

the team to achieve its success.  

                                                 
115 David A. Kaplan, “The Most Hated Man In Baseball,” Newsweek, 5 August 1990, accessed 2 April 
2019, https://www.newsweek.com/most-hated-man-baseball-206028. 
116 Dayn Perry, “The complicated Hall of Fame case of George Steinbrenner,” CBS Sports, 9 December 
2013, accessed 2 April 2019, https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/news/the-complicated-hall-of-fame-case-of-
george-steinbrenner/. 
117 Wallace Matthews, “Matthews: George Steinbrenner belongs in Hall of Fame, regardless of whether you 
loved or hated late Yankees owner,” New York Daily News, 6 November 2018, accessed 2 April 2019, 
https://www.nydailynews.com/sports/baseball/yankees/ny-sports-george-steinbrenner-cooperstown-hall-of-
fame-20181106-story.html. 

https://www.newsweek.com/most-hated-man-baseball-206028
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/news/the-complicated-hall-of-fame-case-of-george-steinbrenner/
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/news/the-complicated-hall-of-fame-case-of-george-steinbrenner/
https://www.nydailynews.com/sports/baseball/yankees/ny-sports-george-steinbrenner-cooperstown-hall-of-fame-20181106-story.html
https://www.nydailynews.com/sports/baseball/yankees/ny-sports-george-steinbrenner-cooperstown-hall-of-fame-20181106-story.html
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 At the parks I visited, in a best-case scenario, the history is put together by staff 

members who care most about a positive fan experience. In the worst case, the history is 

crafted by a marketing team that cares only about profits. Both cases result in a portrayal 

of the past that presents a corporation in the best light possible. While this presentation is 

expected and at times seemingly harmless, one must consider the broader harm of a 

corporation attempting to facilitate an emotional attachment from consumers. One must 

also consider the historical narratives that are being silenced in favor of those the teams 

choose to highlight. I believe that ballparks, especially when managing actual museums, 

can, and should, find a way to combine their marketing needs with complex history. Yet, 

when left to (mostly) their own devices, MLB teams seem to rely on a hyper-idealized, 

nostalgic past. The next question is, what happens when more trained historians become 

involved in the process of crafting baseball history? 
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CHAPTER 4  

THE NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME & MUSEUM 

 

 The National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum in Cooperstown, New York is 

baseball’s most famous public history site. Since the inaugural class of 1939, each year a 

handful of baseball’s greatest players gathers in Cooperstown to be inducted into the 

Hall. According to Baseball Reference, since 1876, professional baseball rosters have 

featured 19,120 different players.118 Only 232 former players, plus 35 former Negro 

League players, are currently honored in the Hall. As the Hall’s website states, “One 

thing is clear, election to the Hall of Fame is the highest mark of achievement in the 

game.”119 The level of prestige necessary to be inducted in the Hall has resulted in an 

almost magical lore surrounding the site. By its own description, the Hall is, “every fan's 

‘Field of Dreams’ with its stories, legends and magic to be passed on from generation to 

generation.”120 With the emphasis on the magic, it is easy to forget the “museum” portion 

of the Hall’s full name, but that forgotten aspect is the focus of this chapter. I specifically 

analyze the Museum’s most recent exhibit, ¡Viva Baseball!, installed in 2009. Due to the 

exhibit’s recency and its topical subject matter, ¡Viva! provides the best insight into how 

                                                 
118 “Major League Historic Totals (1876-present),” Baseball-Reference.com, accessed 14 March 2019, 
https://www.baseball-reference.com/leagues/index.shtml. 
119 National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, “Hall of Famers,” accessed February 24, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/hall-of-famers. 
120 National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, “Museum Facts,” accessed February 24, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/media/museum-facts. 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/leagues/index.shtml
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the Museum is currently negotiating its role as a critical historical institution with its role 

as the keeper of baseball legends and magic.      

 I knew little about the museum aspect of the Hall of Fame before beginning this 

project. Growing up as a baseball fan, I had long fantasized about visiting Cooperstown, 

but for no real reason other than that I understood it to be the place where the baseball 

greats gathered. I felt this feeling again during the 2018 baseball season playoffs. While 

watching the games, a commercial was played over and over again. The ad featured Ivan 

“Pudge” Rodriguez, a former MLB catcher who was inducted into the Hall’s 2018 class. 

Promoting Bank of America’s cash rewards credit card, Pudge is pictured using the card 

as he drives himself up to Cooperstown for the induction ceremony.121 The premise is 

absurd; Pudge Rodriguez likely did not take a solo road trip to his Hall of Fame 

induction. Even so, seeing this player I grew up watching drive through beautiful upstate 

New York, eventually gazing at the charming Cooperstown streets all the while holding 

his cash rewards card, awakened my emotions. Though technically an ad for Bank of 

America (who is also the primary corporate sponsor for the Yankees Museum), it equally 

promotes Cooperstown and the Hall. Without ever having been there or knowing much 

about it, the Hall feels like a magical place. I grew up arguing with friends about whether 

a certain player was having a “Hall of Fame-worthy career.” I often get excited thinking 

about the players I watch potentially one day receiving the honor of being in the Hall. 

While interning at the Tampa Baseball Museum, its claim to fame was not just that the 

                                                 
121 Bank of America, “A Rewarding Trip: Pudge Rodriguez, Cooperstown, and Cash Rewards,” YouTube 
Video, 0:30, August 8, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Yp2PFNiwAQ. 
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museum was in the Al Lopez House, it was that it was in the home of Al Lopez, a Hall of 

Famer. It was not just that Tampa had produced numerous Major League players, but that 

it had produced numerous Hall of Famers.  

 Despite the powerful aura surrounding the Hall, when I started studying it I found 

little scholarship about the institution.122 By far the most comprehensive study of the Hall 

as a public history site is Gregory Mangan’s 2013 dissertation, “Entering Sacred Ground: 

Public History at the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum.”123 In his 

historiographical section Mangan made observations that also rang true in my research. 

The literature about the Hall that does exist cares little about its merits as a museum, 

preferring instead to focus on how the institution came to be and how it selects the 

players it commemorates. In the second chapter of this thesis I referenced Mangan’s 

contention that public history scholars tend to ignore baseball public history sites due to 

scholars’ low opinion of the interpretation at these sites. I contend that it is the sites that 

scholars look at with disdain that require the most attention; only through critique and, 

more generally, historians’ interest can these sites feel the pressure to improve and know 

how to do so. Due to the Hall’s high stature in the baseball community, in its case this 

                                                 
122 The use of the word “shrine” speaks to the connection between fan worship and “real” worship at sport 
halls of fame. This concept is best explored by Gerald Redmond in “A Plethora of Shrines: Sport in the 
Museum and Hall of Fame,” Quest 19, no. 1 (1973). As Redmond explains on page 46, enshrinement in a 
hall of fame promises immortality to athletes. These players become godlike to visiting fans that have made 
a “pilgrimage” to see their favorite players’ plaques. Redmond’s piece helps to explain the magical aura 
surrounding the Hall.  
123 Gregory Mangan, “Entering Sacred Ground: Public History at the National Baseball Hall of Fame and 
Museum,” PhD diss., Arizona State University, 2013, 
https://repository.asu.edu/attachments/125798/content/Mangan_asu_0010E_13350.pdf. 
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need for attention is especially compelling. As Mangan wrote, “the museum is a steward 

of a game closely linked to our national identity.”124 It deserves our attention.  

Founding the Hall of Fame, Baseball’s Official Site of Memory 

 Before delving into an analysis of the Hall of Fame’s present engagement with 

public history, understanding the Museum’s founding helps contextualize its relationship 

with the MLB and nostalgia marketing. It also helps to explain why it has been so 

difficult to shift the popular and academic perception as the Hall from a shrine to a 

museum. In fact, the Hall arose from a plan to market the Doubleday myth. In 1934, New 

York City businessman Alexander Cleland and his millionaire employer, Stephen Clark, 

had a meeting in Cooperstown. While there, Cleland witnessed some workers fixing up 

Doubleday Field, the alleged site of Doubleday’s great invention that was now the town’s 

official baseball field. A worker informed Cleland that they were preparing for 1939, the 

founding’s centennial. The encounter inspired Cleland to write to Clark. He proposed a 

construction of a baseball museum in Cooperstown “where a collection of all past, 

present and future historical data of the game could be shown.”125 Cleland spoke of the 

certain attraction the museum would present to baseball fans around the nation, 

specifically fathers who Cleland felt sure would love “to stop at Cooperstown and show 

the building to their sons.”126 Yet, as historian James A. Vlasich noted, Cleland was not a 

                                                 
124 Ibid., 16. 
125 Alexander Cleland letter to Stephen Clark, 8 May 1934, National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, 
Cooperstown, New York. 
126 Ibid. 
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baseball fan. For him, the move was entirely about profit.127 In fact, in his letter to Clark, 

he suggested that the League would fund the museum “because its only value would be 

from a publicity point of view of the baseball clubs” [emphasis added].128 In 1934, the 

marketability of nostalgia was already understood by those in baseball and beyond.   

 While they did not fund the entire project, Cleland was right to anticipate support 

from baseball executives. On February 7, 1935, the president of the National League, 

Ford Frick, wrote to Cleland that both the National and American leagues are “most 

interested in perpetuating the birthplace of baseball.”129 Frick proved his point in 

December 1937 when the leagues provided $100,000 for the museum and the larger 

centennial plans.130 The opening celebration was a large success, sparking President 

Roosevelt to write to the Museum praising its efforts to immortalize “the history of our 

perennially popular sport.”131 For baseball’s corporate bodies, the opening of the Hall 

represented a tangible result of using past as a marketing tool, and also official space to 

continue those efforts. The Hall’s origins do not necessarily mean, however, that its 

present mission has not differed from that put in place by its founders. 

Preparing for the Journey 

 When I visited the Hall, I knew nothing of its origins. I purposefully did little 

background research before visiting to help ensure that I would react to the exhibits as a 

                                                 
127 James A. Vlasich, A Legend for the Legendary: The Origin of the Baseball Hall of Fame  
(Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1990), 93. 
128 Alexander Cleland letter to Stephen Clark, 8 May 1934. 
129 Ford Frick letter to Alexander Cleland, 7 February 1935, National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, 
Cooperstown, New York. 
130 Vlasich, A Legend, 94. 
131 Ibid., 175. 
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baseball fan first, and an academic second. I did peruse the Hall’s website, though. From 

that task alone, I learned a great deal. I observed plenty of rhetoric that reminded me of 

what I saw on ballpark tours. In the “History of the Museum” section, the Doubleday 

Myth is acknowledged as having been refuted, but, the text continues, “The Myth has 

become strong enough that the facts alone do not deter the spirit of Cooperstown,” the 

town that “has become a synonym for ‘baseball.’”132 Clearly nostalgia is still in play, but 

even the most “professional” museums are smart to utilize tools like nostalgia to pique a 

visitor’s interest before then engaging them with more nuance. The same web page also 

tells visitors about the climate-controlled rooms that maintain over 40,000 three-

dimensional artifacts and the A. Bartlett Giamatti Research Center which “contains more 

than three million documents on the history of baseball” along with over 250,000 

baseball photographs and images.133 I used some of these materials when I conducted 

archival research for this project. I also learned about the Steele Internship Program, 

which provides paid, full-time summer internships in curatorial, education, archives and 

collections management, and more.134 The Hall’s staff list includes numerous individuals 

with a background in public history, as evidenced by a Linkedin search of the staff’s 

names. All of these factors speak to the Hall as much more than a shrine. The current 

president, Jeff Idelson, however, has a background in public relations and the Museum’s 

                                                 
132 National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, “About the Hall,” accessed February 19, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/about-the-hall. 
133 Ibid. 
134 National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, “Steele Internship Program,” accessed February 19, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/discover-more/education/internship-program. 
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board is dominated by MLB-affiliated individuals (the importance of this fact will be 

further explored later).135 Altogether, considering what I learned online and my earlier 

experiences, I anticipated the Hall serving as the ultimate collision between the interests 

of the MLB and those of public historians. Not entirely sure what to make of my limited 

background research, I went into my visit to the Hall with cautiously hopeful 

expectations. 

Cooperstown, the City 

 In order to visit the Hall, one must journey to Cooperstown, which, for me, was 

an almost five hour drive from my home in Philadelphia. The last hour of the journey 

took me down small, winding roads throughout rural New York. The closest international 

airport is in Albany, over an hour away by car. Cooperstown’s relatively inaccessible 

location made my arrival feel emotional. I had journeyed to get to this town, described on 

the Hall’s website as “an American treasure, reminding visitors of a simpler time with its 

character and charm.”136 In July 2018, the Hall welcomed its seventeen millionth 

visitor.137 It is likely that most of those seventeen million are passionate baseball fans 

willing to make the inconvenient trek. Perhaps for them too the journey is part of the 

experience.138 I kept this assumption in mind while taking note of my reactions to the 

journey and Cooperstown itself. Even though I knew that the Doubleday Myth is false, 

                                                 
135 It is not uncommon for large museums to have a president with a business or public relations 
background. Even so, it is always worth noting for what it can reveal about a museum’s structure. 
136 National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, “Visit,” accessed February 27, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/visit#id=visit-general-admission-baseball. 
137 “Hall of Fame Welcomes 17 Millionth Visitor,” Baseballhall.org, 13 July 2018, accessed 20 February 
2019, https://baseballhall.org/news/seventeeth-million-visitor. 
138 In 2018, Forbes reported that the Hall “draws about 285,000 ticket-buying visitors” annually.      

https://baseballhall.org/news/seventeeth-million-visitor
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Cooperstown still has become almost synonymous with baseball due to all of the great 

players who have gone there to be inducted into the Hall. I was filled with nostalgic 

emotion during my drive and the half-day I spent wandering Cooperstown’s streets 

before entering the Museum.  
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Figure 6139

Figure 7140 

                                                 
139 Photo by author, “Main Street Cooperstown,” November 3, 2018, Cooperstown, NY.  
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 The center of town is an idyllic main street, lined with baseball-themed shops and 

eateries, like the “Where It All Began Bat Co.” At the end of the street sits an American 

flag and the Hall of Fame. It is hard not to feel nostalgic for a nonexistent utopian past 

when standing on this street that, if not for the cars, would feel like another time.141 In his 

2016 study, “Main Street Metamorphosis: The Impact of Baseball Tourism in 

Cooperstown, New York,” geographer James Anania noted that “the historical integrity 

of Cooperstown’s Main Street is virtually unmatched in all of New York State,” with 

most buildings remaining structurally unchanged for over 150 years.142 The time spent 

getting to and being in Cooperstown is part of the museum experience. Regardless of 

what happens inside the Hall’s doors, its surrounding community lives and breathes 

baseball nostalgia. Mangan quotes author John Robinson’s apt remark, “if one walks 

down the tree-lined streets of Cooperstown, passes by the stores, churches, and parks, one 

is almost forced to think that if baseball wasn’t invented here, it probably should have 

been.”143 These surroundings outside of the Museum’s doors set the tone for what one 

                                                 
140 Photo by author, “Where It All Began Bat Co.,” November 3, 2018, Cooperstown, NY. 
141 Of course this past is one of segregation and exclusion for many groups. I would be curious to read 
about the experiences of minority baseball fans in Cooperstown. Despite a growing Latinx player 
population, in 2014 Derek Thompson of The Atlantic reported that baseball’s television viewership is 83% 
white, 70% male, and 50% over the age of 55. Due to their privilege, this demographic is likely the most 
responsive to the nostalgic imagery on display in Cooperstown. I recognize that my emotional response to 
the nostalgic imagery is due to my own white privilege. Derek Thompson, “Which Sports Have the 
Whitest/Richest/Oldest Fans?” The Atlantic, 10 February 2014, accessed 28 March 2019, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/02/which-sports-have-the-whitest-richest-oldest-
fans/283626/. 
142 James Anania, “Main Street Metamorphosis: The Impacts of Baseball Tourism in Cooperstown, New 
York,” Middle States Geographer 49, (2016): 88. 
143 John Robertson, Baseball’s Greatest Controversies: Rhubarbs, Hoaxes, Blown Calls, Ruthian Myths, 
Managers’ Miscues and Front-Office Flops (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co.: 2014), 9, as quoted in 
Mangan, “Entering Sacred Ground,” 312.  

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/02/which-sports-have-the-whitest-richest-oldest-fans/283626/
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/02/which-sports-have-the-whitest-richest-oldest-fans/283626/
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will experience on the inside. As I approached the Hall, I wondered how visitors would 

be able to engage with difficult narratives after they have trekked through a nostalgic 

time portal.    

Still Selling Positivity 

 Visitors to the Hall of Fame are first guided to the museum portion. Though the 

actual Hall is in the same building, it resides in a separate wing that visitors come to at 

the end of their journey through the museum. While the Hall portion, its structure, and 

those enshrined within it are worth discussing, my analysis centers on the museum. The 

museum itself begins with a chronological look at baseball history. Its early sections 

focus on evolving equipment, promotion, and rules. Early baseball trading cards, balls, 

trophies, and publications are used to describe “how a passion for play evolved into 

America’s National Pastime.”144 It is worth noting that the exhibit plainly renounces the 

Doubleday Myth, albeit in weak terms. A panel titled, “Inventing Abner Doubleday” 

recounts how Spalding’s commission invented Doubleday. This admission is a clear 

departure from the MLB’s traditional desire to manipulate history, but the Museum’s 

description for why Spalding invented Doubleday glosses over the executive’s intentions. 

The panel reads that the story came out of the United States’ desire “to establish its 

distinct heritage” and “to make the game our own.”145 The admission represents the 

surface of progressive public history throughout the Museum, but also the ultimate 

inability to challenge organized baseball and its reputation. As recognition of the 

                                                 
144 Panel Text, Taking the Field, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, NY. 
145 Ibid. 
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Doubleday story as false has entered the mainstream, the Museum had an obligation to 

fall in line. The panel’s language, however, frames the construction as something 

harmless rather than representative of a larger, systematic effort to manipulate the past for 

business purposes.    

 The rest of the Museum relies on a large dose of baseball nostalgia while largely 

glossing over controversy. For instance, a case dedicated to Ty Cobb, known as one of 

the greatest hitters in history but also as a vehement racist, includes this text next to a 

letter he wrote in 1951: “Ty Cobb’s abrasive nature is well known, but letters to 

ballplayers after his career show a friendlier side to his personality.”146 “Abrasive nature” 

is a disappointing, strategic way to avoid saying racist. Next an exhibit on Babe Ruth 

features images and materials from his career without much interpretation. The exhibit 

invites visitors to, “turn back the pages of time and revisit Babe’s life and legend...as it 

happened,” and create an overview of famous moments from his life on and off the 

field.147 Mangan correctly points out that the exhibit is an unapologetic example of hero 

worship, choosing to use a sanitized version of Ruth’s life to explore the relationship 

between celebrity and the game. In reality, Ruth’s life was rife with alcoholism, 

gambling, and adultery that complicate both his personal narrative and the broader tale of 

his celebrity.148 While these examples are disappointing to a critical public historian, they 

                                                 
146 Panel text, Advent of the American League, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, 
New York. 
147 Panel Text, Babe Ruth: His Life and Legend, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, 
New York. 
148 Mangan, “Entering Sacred Ground,” 250. 
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also serve as a careful introduction which gains the trust of nostalgic visitors before they 

encounter more nuanced exhibits. Many of exhibits do attempt with deal with less 

standard narratives head on. These exhibits, which represent most of the Hall’s recent 

work, include exciting steps forward that also leave significant room for improvement. 

 For instance, Diamond Dreams: Women in Baseball speaks to the experiences of 

women in the game on and off the field. The exhibit is crucial for providing a specific 

space to discuss the long-standing relationship between women and baseball, as well as 

the barriers that have limited it. However, the exhibit’s emphasis on progress undercuts 

the ongoing barriers faced by women in baseball. Similarly, the exhibit Pride & Passion: 

The African-American Baseball Experience creates necessary space to commemorate 

African American players who were left out of the standard chronology of the game’s 

history. The exhibit went so far as to acknowledge that, though progress has been made 

throughout baseball, “such issues continue to be discussed today.”149 Of course, there is 

no explicit acknowledgement that these “issues” are racism, both in the game and in the 

country more broadly. The Hall’s newest exhibit, ¡Viva Baseball!, though, attracted my 

attention due to its current relevance, the subject’s complexity, and its important place in 

national politics. While the ongoing lack of gender diversity and diminishing numbers of 

African American players in organizations is shameful, the treatment of foreign-born 

Latinx players includes some of the most disgraceful aspects of recent baseball memory. 

Plus, as the number of Latinx players grows with each season, so too do the stakes of 

                                                 
149 Panel Text, Pride and Passion, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, New York. 
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properly understanding the past, present, and future of the MLB’s relationship with Latin 

America. 

Viva What? The Hall Reckons with the MLB’s Checkered History with Latinx 

Players 

 According to historian Jorge E. Moraga’s generally positive review of ¡Viva 

Baseball!, the exhibit opened in May 2009, finally rectifying the “glaring oversight” of 

missing Latin American history at the Hall.150 On opening day 2017, 29.8 percent of 

MLB players were born outside of the United States. The top three countries represented 

were the Dominican Republic with 93 players, Venezuela with 77, and Cuba with 23.151 

This significant percentage necessitates including Latin American narratives in any 

legitimate telling of baseball history. The content at baseball public history sites, 

however, evades presenting a full account of the Latinx-MLB relationship. If sites 

specifically mention Latinx players, it is usually to express the great opportunity that 

baseball has afforded them. If sites mention Latinx players’ hardships, they are 

disregarded as blips from a far removed past.152 So, the exhibit’s mere existence is 

exciting. All praise for ¡Viva! does, however, require consideration of the fact that the 

                                                 
150 Jorge E. Moraga, "‘¡Viva Baseball!’ National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum” Journal of Sport 
History 45, no. 2 (Summer 2018), https://muse.jhu.edu/article/707493. 
151 MLB Communications, Twitter post, 3 Apr. 2017, 
https://twitter.com/MLB_PR/status/848982044315181060. 
152 I observed both problems during my trip to the Library of Congress’ special exhibit, Baseball 
Americana. A full exploration of this exhibit requires research on federal museums that extends beyond my 
scope, but I encourage reading Jeremy Venook’s review, “An Incomplete Portrait of Baseball and 
America,” The Atlantic, 25 July 2018, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2018/07/baseball-americana-library-of-congress-
exhibition/565961/. 
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Museum existed for seventy years before appropriately acknowledging the place of Latin 

Americans in the sport. With that said, the exhibit certainly engages in some positive 

work. For one, each exhibit panel is presented in both English and Spanish (though, of 

course, an even greater act of inclusivity would be the Museum providing a side-by-side 

translation for all of its panels). The introductory panel noted that baseball “is as much 

Latin as it is American,” an undeniably powerful challenge to the idea that baseball is 

only the United States’ pastime.153 The exhibit also gives proper credit to Cuba for 

spreading the game across the Caribbean.154 This admission dismantles the American-

exceptionalist narrative that baseball was spread only by the United States.155 Latin 

American players are also given the opportunity to speak for themselves through the 

inclusion of twelve engaging video interviews in a section called, “Ask a ballplayer…” 

Again, however, despite the positivity of this work, beneath these nods to progressive 

methodology, the exhibit falls short, especially when it comes to its portrayal of baseball 

academies. First, understanding the gravity of a weak engagement with the academies 

requires some background. 

                                                 
153 Panel Text, ¡Viva Baseball!, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, NY. 
154 Ibid. 
155 Public history of Cuban baseball deserves its own study. In 2014 a group of Cuban historians and 
journalists reopened the Cuban Baseball Hall of Fame, which was closed in 1960 when Fidel Castro 
nationalized Cuban professional baseball. According to historian Alfonso Lopez, quoted in Jorge Arangure 
Jr., “The Cuba Diaries: How a Dead Hall of Fame Was Brought Back to Life,” the Cuban Hall repairs “that 
unjust history of neglect that for more than 50 years allowed other countries, who have less of a baseball 
tradition than Cuba, to have a hall of fame while we didn’t.” This “history of neglect” makes the mere 
existence of the Cuban Hall political. More information about the Cuban Hall is available at Arangure Jr., 
“The Cuba Diaries,” Vice, 4 February 2015, accessed 28 March 2019, 
https://sports.vice.com/en_us/article/9a4j45/the-cuba-diaries-how-a-dead-hall-of-fame-was-brought-back-
to-life.              

https://sports.vice.com/en_us/article/9a4j45/the-cuba-diaries-how-a-dead-hall-of-fame-was-brought-back-to-life
https://sports.vice.com/en_us/article/9a4j45/the-cuba-diaries-how-a-dead-hall-of-fame-was-brought-back-to-life
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 Figure 8156 

 As historian Adrian Burgos Jr. explains in his 2007 book Playing America’s 

Game: Baseball, Latinos, and the Color Line, MLB teams recruited Latinx players 

mostly from Cuba until relations between Cuba and the United States soured in the 

1960s. The extended Cuban embargo beginning in 1962 forced MLB teams to look 

elsewhere for cheap labor. The demand was heightened further when MLB players 

successfully lobbied for free agency in 1976. Players could now negotiate their contracts 

based on free market demands, exponentially raising salaries. In turn, the MLB looked 

toward the Dominican Republic and Venezuela. Foreign-born players are kept out of the 

MLB’s annual amateur draft. Instead, teams can sign players directly—and cheaply—at 

                                                 
156 Photo by author, “¡Viva Baseball!,” National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, New 
York. 
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age sixteen.157 The high demand for prospects from these areas led to greater official 

MLB presence in these countries. In 1986, with Campo Las Palmas in the Dominican 

Republic, the Dodgers were the first team to open an official, permanent MLB training 

academy abroad. Presently, all thirty major league teams operate a baseball academy in 

the Dominican Republic, while there are numerous others in Venezuela and Puerto Rico. 

The exhibit includes all of these facts, acknowledging that, at least in the past, Latin 

players “came at bargain prices.”158 The MLB advertises the positive benefit of the 

academies on both players and the local economy. In a 2015 piece for ESPN titled, 

“Baseball Academies Thrive in the Dominican Republic,” journalist Enrique Rojas 

contended that the academy system “contributes $150-170 million to the island’s 

economy” while keeping prospects safe and creating their best opportunity to make it to 

the Majors.159 The MLB’s official site for the academies boasts that in addition to player 

development, each academy is equipped with educational programs “that also help 

prepare prospects for life after their playing careers have ended.”160 As pictured below, 

the exhibit paints a similar picture, asserting that the academies “have helped turn barriers 

into opportunities.”161  

                                                 
157 Adrian Burgos Jr., Playing America’s Game: Baseball, Latinos, and the Color Line (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2007), 229. 
158 Panel Text, ¡Viva Baseball!, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, NY. 
159 Enrique Rojas, “Baseball academies thrive in the Dominican Republic,” ESPN.com, 1 July 2015, 
http://www.espn.com/blog/onenacion/post/_/id/710/baseball-academies-thrive-in-the-dominican-republic. 
160 MLB.com, “Academies,” http://mlb.mlb.com/dr/academies.jsp. 
161 Panel Text, ¡Viva Baseball!, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, NY. 
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Figure 9162 

This rosy image, however, is far from universally accepted.  

 Every year journalists not affiliated with baseball bring to light new stories of 

corruption and tragedy at the academies. In 1997, Luis Rosa, a freelance scout, or 

buscone, working for the San Francisco Giants was found guilty of promising Dominican 

                                                 
162 Photo by author, “¡Viva Baseball!,” National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, New 
York. 
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prospects playing time in exchange for sex. He also stole from prospects’ signing bonuses 

and salaries. As the New York Times reported, at the time the Giants were running a 

permanent academy.163 Clearly the academy does not always keep its players safe, 

despite Rojas’ claim otherwise.164 Then in 2013 journalist Ian Gordon reported on the 

2011 death of Nationals’ prospect Yewri Guillén due to bacterial meningitis. The death 

prompted a public response from the MLB claiming that protocols were followed, but in 

response the League now requires vaccinations at all academies. What Gordon 

uncovered, however, was that the issue was much greater than vaccinations. As it turned 

out, the Nationals’ academy did not have any certified doctors, or even athletic trainers, 

on staff to treat Guillén when he began showing symptoms.165 In their piece celebrating 

Dominican academies in 2015, ESPN quietly added that twenty-one out of the thirty 

MLB teams did not have certified trainers or doctors on staff at their academies.166 Most 

recently, Sports Illustrated reported that the U.S. Department of Justice is undergoing a 

“sweeping probe” of the MLB’s recruitment of foreign players. Thus far, the most 

damning piece of evidence is a database made by the Los Angeles Dodgers ranking their 

foreign recruitment staff’s “level of egregious behavior” on a scale of 1 to 5, level five 

meaning “criminal.” Emails between members of Dodgers staff also revealed self-

                                                 
163 Larry Rohter, “Dominican Sex Scandal Mars Big League Dreams, New York Times, 11 Dec. 1997, 
https://www.nytimes.com/1997/12/11/world/dominican-sex-scandal-mars-big-league-dreams.html. 
164 Rojas, “Baseball academies thrive.” 
165 Ian Gordon, “Inside Major League Baseball’s Dominican Sweatshop System,” Mother Jones, 
March/April 2013, https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2013/03/baseball-dominican-system-yewri-
guillen/. 
166 Rojas, “Baseball academies thrive.” 
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described “mafia” practices in the Caribbean and Venezuela.167 These are just some of 

the numerous reports that have failed to result in any real change.168 ¡Viva! fails to 

mention any of these stories. While most occurred after the exhibit was developed, the 

staff has a responsibility to update its interpretation to acknowledge the present 

information about the academy system.       

 Tragedy also persists outside of the academies. In Cuba, trade restrictions have 

not stopped dangerous and illegal pursuit of talent. In his 2016 book, Cuba’s Baseball 

Defectors, historian Peter C. Bjarkman detailed the dark practice of bringing Cuban 

defectors to the MLB through human trafficking. He specifically highlighted Yasiel Puig, 

now a star outfielder for the Los Angeles Dodgers, who was smuggled to Mexico in 2012 

where he was “constantly threatened with bodily injury” if he could not deliver a 

$250,000 ransom. As Bjarkman explains, Puig only gained freedom after a “Miami 

operative named ‘El Rubio’” captured the athlete from his traffickers and successfully 

brought him to a MLB representative.169 This is a success story. There is no telling what 

happens to the prospects who do not earn an MLB scouts’ attention after they are 

trafficked to Mexico. Bjarkman clarified that no one officially tied to the MLB is 

responsible for this trafficking, but, as he rightly noted, offering contracts to players 

                                                 
167 Jon Wertheim, “Exclusive: The Evidence That Persuaded U.S. Department of Justice to Investigate 
MLB Recruitment of Foreign Players,” Sports Illustrated, 2 Oct. 2018, 
https://www.si.com/mlb/2018/10/02/fbi-investigation-mlb-atlanta-braves-los-angeles-dodgers. 
168 It is unfortunately difficult to find Latin Americans’ own accounts of their time at the academies. Those 
who make it to the majors have a vested interest in not speaking out against their employer. A rare look 
inside is found in Alan Klein’s ethnographic study of the Dodgers’ Campo Las Palmas, Sugarball: The 
American Game, the Dominican Dream (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991).   
169 Peter C. Bjarkman, Cuba’s Baseball Defectors: The Inside Story (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 
2016), 17. 
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brought to them in this manner encourages the practice. According to Bjarkman, the 

MLB is fully aware of the trafficking, but chooses to look the other way and stand behind 

their line that they are helping these players by “offering ‘freedom’ and a piece of the 

American Dream.’”170 ¡Viva! never discusses trafficking. Instead it highlights the feats of 

successful Cuban defectors, like Orlando Hernández, without explaining the difficulties 

that defecting entails.  

 In 1911, Spalding took credit for baseball’s spread through the Caribbean, and the 

skills exhibited by local players. In his mind, Americans owned the game and the skills to 

play it. Today, MLB teams want to own game and those who play it, regardless of the 

potential human cost. While the consequences of the Department of Justice investigation 

remain to be seen, various reports of the MLB’s corruption abroad have not sparked any 

permanent change. Nations with rich baseball history of their own are now, in 

Bjarkman’s words, “little more than talent farms, fertile plantations” for the MLB.171 

With this information out there, how are there not deafening calls for change? The MLB 

distracts from this past—and present—with positive thinking, nostalgic references to 

legends and greats. While even acknowledging controversies makes the ¡Viva! exhibit 

somewhat radical, it still reflects a mostly positive vision.172  

                                                 
170 Ibid., 21. 
171 Bjarkman, Cuba’s Baseball Defectors, xix. 
172 Bjarkman, Cuba’s Baseball Defectors, also provides an important analysis of how the MLB’s 
establishment in the Caribbean is destroying the local baseball industry. Of course, in these nations, 
baseball is more than just an industry, it is an integral piece of the local culture. As Bjarkman explained, the 
MLB’s desire to “exploit lesser leagues for its own commercial interests” represent a blatant disregard for 
the Caribbean’s economic and cultural well-being. 
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 In his review, Moraga wrote that the exhibit “tiptoes around” the issue of baseball 

academies.173 At one point the exhibit displays a collection of headlines related to the 

academies, ranging from the positive “Dodgers camp teaches baseball and English,” to 

the negative “Playing games with the truth.” The entire interpretative panel read, “While 

Major League Baseball reaps many benefits from player development in the Caribbean, 

critics argue that the system should do more to regulate and police abuses.”174 Again, the 

mere acknowledgment of the academies, let alone the mention of abuses, improves upon 

standard narratives. This panel text is radical, especially when considering the much 

milder interpretation in other exhibits. The inclusion of positive headlines next to this 

text, however, made the description seem noncommittal. There was no identification of 

who these “critics” are. Visitors were not given any reason to take these “critics” 

seriously, especially when an earlier exhibit panel reads, “As both baseball and the 

United States have become more open to diversity, increased scouting and new 

Caribbean baseball academies have helped turn barriers into opportunities.”175 Amid the 

much-needed space provided to Latin American voices and their history in baseball, 

visitors were still encouraged to walk away with a message of baseball as opportunity. 

The rhetorical effect undercuts the severity of the criticisms. Yes, they are worth 

mentioning, but not investigating more closely. Difficulties were acknowledged, but only 

to be tossed aside in favor of the more powerful, profitable, and comfortable positivity. 

                                                 
173 Moraga, “‘¡Viva Baseball!’” 
174 Panel Text, ¡Viva Baseball!, National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, Cooperstown, New York. 
175 Ibid. 
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 The interpretation presented in ¡Viva! is further undercut by older exhibit cases, 

like this one:  

Figure 10176 

This introductory panel is part of a display case titled, “The Changing Face of Baseball.” 

The case, along with a series of others, touch on a variety of topics from labor relations to 

baseball in the movies. The small cases with their broad interpretation about how the 

“MLB has promoted diversity” are clearly older than ¡Viva! (2009).  

                                                 
176 Photo by author, “The Changing Face of Baseball,” National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, 
Cooperstown, New York. 
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Figure 11177 

This one small case includes artifacts related to African Americans, women, and foreign-

born players in baseball. The pieces related to Latinx players come with the labels 

pictured above. While the ¡Viva! exhibit hinted at controversy at academies, here, viewed 

after leaving the ¡Viva! exhibit, a positive vision of the academy system, and the more 

general relationship between baseball and Latinx players, is reinforced. The great Petro 

Martinez loved his academy experience and Fernando Valenzuela became a superstar 

around the country. For all of the obvious efforts those behind ¡Viva! made to help uplift 

silenced voices, visitors walk away with a false comfort that those voices speak almost 

exclusively of success and opportunity.     

What’s the Holdup?  

                                                 
177 Ibid. 
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 The unfortunate truth is that in order for museums to survive, they rely on wealthy 

board members who facilitate and contribute donations and publicity. Each board 

member comes with their own motivations. History is personal. A board member may 

oppose engaging with a controversial narrative because it challenges their personal love 

of, and emotional, nostalgic attachment to, their version of the past and the truth. More 

than simply avoiding difficult narratives, boards can purposefully, and maliciously, alter 

a museum’s content. For instance, this past year the American Museum of Natural 

History has been under fire for the inclusion of Rebekah Mercer, a climate-change denier 

with close ties to the Trump administration, on their board. In the New York Times’ piece 

on the issue, journalist Jake Offenhartz noted the reasons behind the controversy: the 

wealthy forces on the board absolutely have power over a museum’s content. Board 

members “have a vested interest in shaping the thing they’re helping to fund” and 

support.178 Not only is the Hall of Fame’s board made up of people who may be 

subconsciously biased by their love of baseball, it is made up of people whose entire 

careers are predicated on the MLB’s profitability. Presently, the seventeen-person board 

includes one woman, three black men, and one Mexican-American. Eight of the 

seventeen have obvious business connections to the MLB, including Rob Manfred, the 

Commissioner of Baseball; Bill DeWitt, chairman of the board for the St. Louis 

Cardinals; David Glass, owner of the Kansas City Royals; and Arte Moreno, owner of the 

                                                 
178 Jake Offenhartz, “What’s a Climate Denial Funder Doing on the American Museum of Natural History 
Board?” The Village Voice, 12 Jan. 2018, https://www.villagevoice.com/2018/01/12/whats-a-climate-
denial-funder-doing-on-the-american-museum-of-natural-history-board/. 
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Los Angeles Angels. Plus, five of the members are former MLB players. Each of these 

men has a clear stake in the MLB’s success. Each of these men has a clear influence over 

how the Hall of Fame portrays baseball history.179  

 Then, there is the issue of Cooperstown itself. For Mangan, Cooperstown is “the 

insurmountable obstacle to ever completely changing perceptions of the museum.”180 

Attracting visitors to such a rural location requires an ongoing appeal to emotion. Once 

there, the town’s economy relies on heightening, or at least maintaining, that emotion. 

Even if the Museum itself becomes more progressive, the surrounding storefronts will 

continue to market the myth and lore of baseball’s connection to a “simpler time.” As 

geographer James Anania discovered, “baseball tourism is what keeps the village 

alive.”181 And, of course, the Hall of Fame itself depends on Cooperstown’s survival.  

 The reality is that nostalgia sells, whether it is selling Cooperstown, the Hall, or 

the MLB. Elements of the Hall indicate that hiring public historians will lead to 

interpretive progress. These steps forward may be good enough to seem progressive and 

thus undercut criticism while still leaving difficult truths underexplored. Yet, I am not 

completely without hope due to baseball’s aging viewership. I believe that, if more 

historians become involved with baseball public history, their efforts can combine with 

the MLB’s growing need to attract younger, more diverse audiences. These new 

demographics will be less receptive to nostalgia-marketing and more willing to engage 

                                                 
179 “Board of Directors,” National Baseball Hall of Fame & Museum, accessed May 1, 2019, 
https://baseballhall.org/about-the-hall/staff/board-of-directors. 
180 Mangan,”Entering Sacred Ground,” 312.  
181 Anania, “Main Street Metamorphosis,” 90. 
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with critical history. In fact, a less traditional perspective may be the best way to attract 

these audiences.   
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Major League Baseball’s future necessitates change. As its viewership ages, the 

corporation’s marketing team needs to come up with new ways to appeal to younger 

audiences. In 2017, Market Watch reporter Kari Paul noted that fifty percent of the 

MLB’s audience were fifty-five and up, constituting the oldest viewership in major 

sports.182 This demographic is, in my opinion, the group most likely to respond well to 

nostalgia-marketing. Numerous sports writers have called for updated marketing 

techniques to better appeal to younger audiences. Most of these calls have centered on the 

failure of MLB executives to market individual players. For instance, in 2018 Sports 

Illustrated quoted digital marketer Gary Vaynerchuck's comment, “If I were 

commissioner, I would be petrified that 6- to 14-year-olds in America consider Messi, 

Ronaldo, LeBron, Curry, and Ninja the Fortnite player more famous than any baseball 

player on earth.”183 Beyond not marketing individual players, the MLB’s executives have 

actively suppressed player personalities, disregarding youthful vibrancy as disrespectful 

to the tradition that nostalgia-marketing upholds.   

                                                 
182 Kari Paul, “Why the biggest battle in Major League Baseball is happening off the field,” 27 February 
2017, Market Watch, https://www.marketwatch.com/story/5-ways-mlb-is-trying-to-get-younger-fans-
interested-in-baseball-2017-02-22. 
183 Mike Dickey, “Mike Trout Is The Mere Beginning of MLB's Marketing Problems,” Sports Illustrated, 
24 July 2018, https://www.si.com/mlb/2018/07/24/mike-trout-marketing. 

https://www.si.com/mlb/2018/07/24/mike-trout-marketing
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 For example, in 2018 MLB Commissioner Rob Manfred’s office ordered certain 

players to stop adding personal touches to their uniforms. One of these players was the 

Chicago Cubs’ Willson Contreras, who was asked to stop wearing a compression sleeve 

bearing the Venezuelan flag. Contreras, who is from Venezuela, wore the sleeve out of 

love for his home country and to draw attention to the unrest it is facing.184 Quoted in the 

St. Louis-Post Dispatch, Manfred justified the move as being apolitical: “What you don’t 

want get into is a situation where the field becomes a billboard for any and all political 

messages. Politicization of sport can be a very problematic thing."185 Obviously not 

allowing political expression is never apolitical, but that is not the point. This suppression 

exemplifies MLB executives’ desire to cling to an “apolitical” nostalgic universe that, 

ultimately, is bad for the game. As Sports Illustrated writer Jack Dicky asked, how can a 

sport that “privileges tradition over flair” stay relevant “in an era of short attention spans 

and the personal brand”?186 Privileging flair over tradition may be necessary for the MLB 

to survive. Making this shift will require better marketing of current players as 

individuals, which will, in turn, require dismantling the nostalgia-based model. Younger, 

more diverse audiences can view a Venezuelan flag as an exciting display of a player’s 

individuality. Relatedly, younger, more diverse audiences can embrace more critical 

                                                 
184 Tony Andracki, “Willson Contreras keeping Venezuela on his mind--and hopefully on his arm,” 
NBCSports.com, 13 February 2019, accessed 28 March 2019, 
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/willson-contreras-keeping-venezuela-his-mind-and-hopefully-
his-arm-flag-sleeve-mlb. 
185 Derrick Goold, “In nation's capital, Manfred expresses desire to keep 'political commentary' off field,” 
St. Louis Post- Dispatch, 17 July 2018, https://www.stltoday.com/sports/baseball/professional/birdland/in-
nation-s-capital-manfred-expresses-desire-to-keep-political/article_36119083-ec49-5a08-9964-
826e48a83c68.html#1.  
186 Dickey, “Mike Trout.” 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/willson-contreras-keeping-venezuela-his-mind-and-hopefully-his-arm-flag-sleeve-mlb
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/willson-contreras-keeping-venezuela-his-mind-and-hopefully-his-arm-flag-sleeve-mlb
https://www.stltoday.com/sports/baseball/professional/birdland/in-nation-s-capital-manfred-expresses-desire-to-keep-political/article_36119083-ec49-5a08-9964-826e48a83c68.html#1
https://www.stltoday.com/sports/baseball/professional/birdland/in-nation-s-capital-manfred-expresses-desire-to-keep-political/article_36119083-ec49-5a08-9964-826e48a83c68.html#1
https://www.stltoday.com/sports/baseball/professional/birdland/in-nation-s-capital-manfred-expresses-desire-to-keep-political/article_36119083-ec49-5a08-9964-826e48a83c68.html#1
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historical narratives. While constructing Babe Ruth as godlike has emotional power, in 

my opinion, younger audiences are much more likely to respond to Babe Ruth as a 

complex, flawed human. 

 This need for change is also evident in the Hall of Fame’s recent attendance 

problems. In 2013, Josh Dawsey reported in the Wall Street Journal that in 2012, the Hall 

faced its lowest attendance numbers since the mid-1980s. Dawsey noted a similar 

attendance dip among other sports halls of fame. The journalist partially credited this 

issue to outdated exhibit design and poor online presences.187 But a quote from John 

Doleva, president of the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield, 

Massachusetts stood out. Doleva concluded, “You can't appeal to kids who are 10 or 12 

or 14 years old by always looking backward.”188 Yet, I believe that museums, whether or 

not they are sports related, can appeal to younger audiences if they connect complex 

looks backwards to the present. Accomplishing this goal is easier said than done, but 

getting more historians involved is a step in that direction.      

 In 2018, historian Josh Howard argued that, in response to problematic 

interpretations at sports public history sites, “public historians must make themselves 

known through critique, consulting, or taking a job within the machine.”189 My study 

adds to this critique by acknowledging the efforts of public historians currently working 

                                                 
187 Josh Dawsey, “Empty Feeling at Hall of Fame,” The Wall Street Journal, 16 July 2013, accessed 2 April 
2019, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323740804578597831168128850. 
188 John Doleva, quoted in Dawsey, “Empty Feeling.” 
189 Josh Howard, “On Sport, History, and Public Sports History,” Journal of Sport History 45, no. 1 (Spring 
2018): 35. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323740804578597831168128850
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within the machine but also pointing out when they are not enough to match the power of 

MLB executives. Yet, when combined with the need to appeal to younger audiences, a 

growing public historical presence in the machine is, I believe, the best way to produce 

real change. We need historians working on the inside who can argue on behalf of fans 

and their intelligence. We need historians on the inside who can draw upon the work of 

those in the academy proving that critical history is both important and interesting. We 

need historians on the inside who can show that profit can coexist with complexity.   

 Letting go of nostalgia-marketing will not make baseball academies wonderful 

places, raise the wages of minor leaguers, or lead to an influx of female major leaguers. 

Letting go of nostalgia-marketing will not give a multi-billion dollar corporation or its 

leaders a soul. But letting go of nostalgia-marketing is a step towards dismantling the 

glossy narratives that keep fans distracted from harsh truths. Thanks to the internet, 

keeping fans in the dark is already getting harder. Players like All-Star Sean Doolittle use 

Twitter to openly discuss problems with the MLB’s management.190 Queer comedian 

Rhea Butcher produces a podcast, Three Swings, that combines their love for the game 

with criticism for its organizing body. Butcher’s episodes also often highlight the 

histories of minority players from the Major and amateur leagues.191 In order to maintain 

its prominence in American culture, baseball’s future has to include greater transparency. 

                                                 
190 Jared Wyllys, “Sean Doolittle’s Tweets On MLB’s Record Revenue Echo Fan’s Frustration,” Forbes, 9 
January 2019, accessed 15 March 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/jaredwyllys/2019/01/09/sean-
doolittles-tweets-echo-fans-frustration/#78e0d2a158a3.  
191 John Lingan, “Rhea Butcher’s Podcast is for Baseball’s Overlooked Fans,” Deadspin, 2 October 2018, 
accessed 10 March 2019, https://deadspin.com/rhea-butchers-podcast-is-for-baseballs-overlooked-fans-
1829467340. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jaredwyllys/2019/01/09/sean-
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Baseball’s future has to move away from nostalgia-marketing. With more historians 

involved, we can guide the sport to a future that prioritizes flair and complexity over 

tradition and legend in remembering its past and marketing its present.   
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